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In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors
The Quest for Peace
The world is full of people who know what can
not be done. Their argument usually involves an appeal to history: the thing has never been done in the
past, therefore it can not be done now or in the future.
And in nine cases out of ten they are probably right.
But there is always the tenth case - the historical
mutation if we may borrow an image from biology.
These of us who still hope to avoid a global war pin
our hopes on this tenth case. '"'e know, as well as do
the grim prophets of doom, that never before in man's
history have two paramount powers of approximately
equal strength been able to avoid a showdown. We
know that politically young nations such as the U .S.S.R.
have, almost without exception, felt a kind of compulsion to take on older and allegedly decadent pow·
ers. We know that between us and the nations of the
Communist bloc there is an ideological gulf which
se(1ns to be whol,ly unbridgeable.
But we know also that the same creative Power which
works through the biological mutation to produce new
forms of life is creatively at work in history. We become impatient sometimes with those gloomy theologians who project their own masochistic fears upon the
whole human race. Of course it is possible that the
human race will end up sizzling in an atomic holocaust
- not only possible but probable if Christian people
blur the distinction between fatalism and resignation
to the will of Go~. It is also possible that the Almighty
God might grant the petition which His people have
been speaking for almost two millennia that His will
might be done on earth as it is in heaven.
We have been greatly heartened by the leadership
which President Eisenhower has taken in the past
several months in the quest for peace. He has been
strongly criticized for allegedly damaging the prestige
of the presidency by engaging in personal negotiations
with West European heads of government, and he
has been even more strongly criticized for exchanging
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visits with Prime Minister Khrushchev. We think the
President himself has answered these criticisms adequately: "Any president that refused finally to use the
last atom of prestige or the last atom of his energy I in
the quest for peace] ... ought to be condemned by the
American people." And the same goes, we think, for
the ordinary citizen and particularly for the Christian
citizen.
Much of Protestantism has fallen into the heresy of
what one theologian calls the "unitarianism of the
Second Person." Those who subscribe to this heresy
tend to become so enchanted with visions of new
heavens and a new earth that they forget that this
present earth and that microcosm which is man are the
works of a Creator Who has never publicly reversed
His judgment that they are "good, very good." There
would have been no God the Redeemer if God the Creator had not loved His fallen creation, if He had been
content to let it move toward a pre-ordained doom.
What God has loved, we must love. And our love,
like His, must be a constructive, creative love which is
willing to take insult and abuse, willing to be refused
and frustrated, willing to appear naive and over-trusting,
but never willing to let things just happen.
This is a time for insistent prayer for peace, and for
a purging of our hearts. We can not ask God to turn
the hearts of our enemies toward us if we refuse to
turn our hearts toward them. We can not ask for
peace if we refuse to provide those economic and social
conditions of peace which lie within our power to provide. We can not seriously work toward peace so long
as we still consider war a reasonable and possibly necessary alternative.
Actually, the quest for peace is such a long and exhausting thing that it might be more fun just to pul
on our fancy clothes and go out and have a real gasser
of a war.

Labor Reform
Somewhat to everybody's surprise,

the labor bill

which emerged from the Senate-House conference actually has some teeth in iL Whether the teeth will do
any biting depends, of course, upon how well the bill
is enforced.
We do not think that this bill is going to hurt
responsible labor union·s or weaken the influence of
responsible labor leaders, any more than similar legislation controlling the powers of large corporations hurt the
responsible business enterprise. In fact, this bill seems to
us to give recogmuon to the fact that the great labor
union is here to stay, that it plays a vital and significant role not only in our economy but in our whole
national life, and that just for that reason it can not
be a law unto itself. In a sense, the passage of this
bill gives legal recognition to labor's coming of age with all the rights, privileges, and responsibilities thereunto appertaining.
The two men who were chiefly responsible for working out the compromise between the tough House bill
and the softer Senate Rill are Senators Kennedy and
Goldwater. Of the two, Senator Kennedy deserves the
gnater commendation because he stood to lose more
by participating in the compromise negotiations. But
Senator Goldwater, too, made some concessions which
must have dismayed some of his more intransigent
backers.
This bill does not attempt to correct all the excesses
which have been pointed to in testimony before the
McClellan Committee. Many - perhaps most - of
these excesses have been punishable for years under both
state and federal laws which, apparently, are not being
enforced by timid local officials and undermanned
federal agencies. Labor has the right now to demand
that those of its leaders who are under criticism for
alleged misconduct either be indicted and tried or let
alone. This would seem to apply chiefly in the case of
Mr. Hoffa who has been branded as a crook by any
number of persons and publications but remains unconvicted of any serious crime by any court of competent
jurisdiction.

The Law's Delays
It has long been a principle of the law that justice
delayed is justice denied. Justice in the federal courts
is being delayed, i.e., denied, by the refusal of the Congress, more specifically the Senate, and most specifically
the Judiciary Committee of the Senate to take the
necessary action to relieve the federal courts of the
overload which has jammed their dockets.

More than twenty judicial nominations are presently
bottled up in the Judiciary Committee of the Senate
whose chairman, Senator James 0. Eastland of Mississippi, is engaged in a personal vendetta against the
federal courts because federal judges have had the
nerve to ignore race in their application of the law to
certain cases involving civil rights. Senator Eastland's

Democratic collcag·ues ha,·e not pres~ured hi111 to an
on these nominations because they see no reason to
rush the confirmation of so many Eisenhower appointees
when a delay of fourteen months might permit a Democratic president lO bring m a much more acceptable
list.
A hill to create forty new judgeships, recommended
by the Judicial Conference and introduced each year
for the past three years in Congress, is still awaiting
action, despite the administration's promise to fill half
of the newly-created judgeships with Democrats. These
judgeships are badly needed, particularly in certain
overworked courts where even the full complement of
j_udges presently authorized is unable to handle the
burden of litigation.
The citizen has a large stake in this kind of monkey
business. The courts exist to give effect to the Jaws,
and impotent courts mean impotent laws. Concerned
citizens would do themselves and their elected representatives a favor by letting them know about their
concern for the integrity and the efficiency of the federal
bench.

Public Disservice
For several months now, a Yoice that sounds like
Arthur Godfrey's ha~ bce1t (;Xhorting us via television
to "Support :\'.\TO." The voice says that little children
are sleeping securely in Europe these days became
NATO is standing guard, and that NATO will continue to protect the countries of \Vestern Europe from
aggression in years to come.
Now if there is anything we very much approve of,
it is NATO. Jn fact, we were for it 'way back in 1949
when the United States and Canada and ten Western
European nations adopted a defense pact agreeing that
"an armed attack against any one or more of them in
Europe and North America shall be considered an attack against all." \Vhat we want to know - and what
the man on television obstinately refuses to tell us is how in blazes an ordinary citizen can "support"
NATO.
And what makes us sore is that this exhortation to
"support" NATO carries in it, as do all such exhortations, the implication of a duty left undone. But what
is it that we haven't done? Are we supposed to have
written letters to our Congressman and, if so, about
what? Do they want us to join one of the NATO
divisions in Europe? Should we write General Norstad
a fan letter? Just what should we have done? The
man never says. He just says, "Support NATO."
So our supply is: "Nuts to you, Buster." And to the
stations that have been running this imbecility as a
"public service" we say that it has performed, at least
in our case, the public disservice of making us a little
more deaf than we were before to appeals for good
causes.
THE CRESSET

AD LIB.
Lay Down De Mower and De Grill
B y

A L F R E D

I don't know where the summer went either, but here
it is Fall and so many of those projects around the house
that I had delayed between January and May, in order
to do them during the summer when there was more
time for such things, are still undone. October is an
awkward month in some respects. It is too late to do
some of these chores and too early for others. It would
be premature to put away the rake and spade and too
early to get out the snow shovel.
One piece of machinery, over there in the corner of
the garage, I am ready to put away and not see for many
months to come. It is the power mower. Someone
once said that man is a slave to the machine. This
may have been true when it was first said, but it is even
more true since the invention of the power mowe1.
Power mowers are in the same class as public address
systems, they just aren't perfected as yet. Like the P.A.
system, the mower can be tested d01en of times before
you use it, and it will work perfectly, but when it goes
into actual use, anything can happen.
One of the most familiar sights in any neighborhood
on a weekend is a man in front of each house leaning
over a power mower with a screw driver in his hand.
Most of us have no idea at all what we are doing with
the screw driver, but since the power mower now is in
the old :Model T stage, a piece of baling wire, a turned
screw, and, frequently, a good kick will do wonders.
Most mowers send off a cloud of unsightly and smelly
smoke and they have the same harsh sound of those
model planes that whiz around in circles held by a
string. Why does anyone use one? \Vel!, when they
are working they make the unpleasant task of cutting
grass a lot more agreeable and ten times easier. Another advantage is that, when required, the wife can
also push one around the yard and that is considered
perfectly reasonable work for a woman; in fact, it is
encouraged in the mower advertisements. I have no
doubt that it is those ads of smiling women pushing
power mowers, which appear in magazines in March
and April, that account for the high sales.
It is also true that power mowers have undoubtedly
kept many men from heart attacks because they are so
much less a strain. The machine does the heavy work.
On the other hand, I am not so sure but that because
of their exasperating performance and their refusal to
run at all on the morning you are cutting the grass for
O<..I'OBER
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the afternoon lawn party they haven't led to hypertenswn m men who otherwise would not have been affecte{l.
And over there in the other corner of the garage is
a piece of equipment I ran safely put away for the ·winter. It is the portable outdoor grill and I don't have
too many fond memories of it, either. It is strange
what we won't put up with to prepare and eat food
out of doors. \Ve must feel that we're getting too soft
and eating out of doors brings us back to a hardier
era.
First you have W problem of lighting the charcoal
which never ans th~ same way twice. Sometimes it
will start immediately and other times it will take forever to catch hold. .\s a result, supper is going to be
much earlier or much Ia ter than an tici pa ted. On those
occasions when it is difficult to get the charcoal burning, a good deal of blo·wing is required. A few strong
puffs while leaning over the grill will produce stars
floating around the head: a few more puffs and you're
clinging di11.ily to a post on the porch.
It wouldn't be so had if the final product of all this
were better than what could be produced in the kitchen
faster and easier, but often it isn't. I have had my
share of undercooked and charred food that was a product or lhe grill and, eventually, it becomes difficult to
smile and say the flavor is so much better. In preparing
the food, we will put up "·ith a degree of unsanitation
that would be unthinkable in food preparation inside.
Flies gather on the meat that's waiting to be cooked,
food will fall on the ground and then be hastily washed
before being put pack on the grill, everything is touched
by hand.
Now all sorts of equipment is available to go with the
grill, a spit to make the food burn evenly, special knifes
and forks for handling food, and gaudily decorated
aprons for men. Once you get a reputation for cooking outdoors someone is going to send you one of these
aprons. Jt will be adorned with all sorts of cute and
clever sayings and what's worse you have to wear it,
at least once when the person who gave it to you comes
to dinner.
You might think from this that there is no rosy
side to power mowers or outdoor grills, but there is,
particularly if you are in the power mower repair business or sell grills and equipment.
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The Cult of Religious Specia·Jties
By

RuDOLPH

According to the legend-embroidered story popularized by the Walt Disney Studios, Johnny Appleseed
went west to preach the gospel of apple trees. To him
there was nothing so important as to persuade homesteaders to plant apple orchards. Thanks to horticultural crusaders of his type, the apple has been redeemed
(rom aspersions cast on it by the Fall of Man. It has
been fully vindicated as a contributor to human health
and happiness.
The world has known many minstrels of a single
song. A sense of prophetic mission compelled a Billy
Mitchell to stump for greater use of air power, a
Frances Willard for temperance, and a Carrie Chapman
Catt for women's suffrage. By and large, mankind is
better off because of these once-lone voices in the
wilderness.

Cults in Christendom
Christendom through the centuries has resembled a
vermiculated piece of timber because of the advocates
of sp:::cial causes and enterprises. Concern for neglected
areas of faith and life gave rise to religious orders with
special burdens: The Franciscans, as the "Salvation
Army" of their day, to help the poor; the Alexis Brothers to nurse the sick during the Black Death plague;
the Jesuits to stem the tide of the Pro testant Reformation with counter-measures and then to choose higher
education as their special field.
Protestantism today throbs with the cult of religious
specialties. Not only do individuals champion their
special causes and points of view; at times an entire
denomination gives special emphasis to some point of
doctrine which sets it apart from others. The Episcopalians, what with their three theological tiers - high,
low, and broad - can fit themselves into almost any
doctrinal perspective of ecumenical Christendom. In
merger discussions, which from time to time they have
carried on with the Presbyterians, they show a remarkable versatility with respect to doctrines, to all doctrines, that is, except one. That one untouchable
tenet before which union-minded Episcopalians stiffen
is that of the Apostolic Succession. This one they will
not compromise. It is their specialty, as baptism by
immersion is for Baptists a conditio sine qua non and
the Sabbath a "must" doctrine for Seventh Day Adventists. It would be difficult to conceive of these church
bodies without these distinctive doctrines.

Wheels Within a Wheel
Given any .frotestant denomination, you find an internal condition not unlike Ezekiel's vision of wheels
6
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in which there "was as it were a wheel in the middle
of a wheel." Individual wheels, while remaining more
or less geared to the balance wheel, have a way of
spinning off and rotating in little orbits of their own.
This is the way the cult of multiple religious specialties
works, with individuals and groups of likeminded individuals going off on self-appointed tangents. lt would
manifestly be unfair to these various cultists to describe
their eccentric activities as playful hobbies or avocations,
comparable to skin diving or collecting stamps. Theirs
are earnest causes born of compelling passions and coordina·ted to single purposes. These special projects are
their mison d' et1·e.
Working within the framework of the organized
church, promoters of religious specialties are not intentionally schismatics - the kind that creates splinter
movements or ecclesiolae i11 ecclesia. It is not their purpose to n:nd Christendom, nor to isolate themselves
from the Body of Christ. On the contrary, it is by staying in the mainstream of functional Christianity that
they hope to awaken slum berers to the urgency of their
mission. This is sometimes good and wholesome. One
can think of instances when their agitation prevented
the religious domain from becoming a stagnant pool,
although agitators did perhaps more splashing than the
script called for. When you consider certain sects from
Germany that settled in Pennsylvania, for example, you
would be inclinEd to say that they added color and
excitement to church history, and in not a few instances preserved qualities which today enrich Christendom.

Various Leavens in Lutheranism
Lutheranism, monolithic in its adherence to the foundations of faith - Bible, Luther's Small Catechism, and
the Augsburg Confession - is as loose gravel with
respect to the cult of rei igious special ties. Able to
avoid the tag of false doctrine and ungodliness of life,
these devotees en joy a permissive · atmosphere for their
activities, and properly so as long as God's Word is not
subverted. Not merely freaks to be tolerated but concerned Christians to be listened to, cui tists can benefit
the Church by opening the eyes of the blind. After all,
special pre»Sure groups urged missions to China and
to Mohammedan peoples long before the Lutheran
Church - Missouri Synod could make up its collective
mind to enter these fields. On the same score, a private group opened this writer's Alma Mater, St. Paul's
College in Concordia, Missouri, and then had a long
and rugged road ahead before it finally persuaded
Synod to take it over.
THE CRESSET

\\'hile at. ti111e~ their \· i~wn i~ o'>cr-correued, advo<'ates of special causes compensate for the general undercorrection of ecclesiastical eyesight and thus strike a
final favorable balance for the Church as a whole.
Ultimate action by the religious community, generally
speaking, will not be too far nor too short of the goal
but "on target."
But who can define what a cult is in this connection?
It is suggest-ed that we follow the simple procedure of
relating the activity in question to the Proclamation
of the Gospel of jesus Christ, which by common consent is the prirnmy missirm of the Church and theref01·e the n·iterion of what is p1·immy, secondm·y, or
terti{lly in the hingdom of God. P1·eaching and living
the Gospel is not a matter of cultivating a p·rivate religious specialty but of advancing the cause to which
Jesus Christ has specifically committed His Church.
It is in the measure that private or semi-p1·ivate movemertts are co-m·dinated with the main business of the
Church that th:~ ir worth is to be esteemed m·, in the
event of disrndination , thei1· tmwo1·thiness recognized.

The Cult of Revivalism
What cults of religious specialties suggest themselves?
Among the flying wedges that have been trying to dent
the wall of evangelistic indifference is the group of professional workers known as revivalists. Revivalism, as
the interest of an inspired few, needs to be distinguished
from a well-balanced evangtlism program as the interest
of all. Revivalism comes down to us under the symbols
of sawdust trails, mourners' benches, trumpets, and
tents. In a more sophisticated age the familiar tabernacle and its tools are greatly refined, including a
public address system, visual aids, and perhaps even
an air-conditioning unit. Amid these appointments
revivalists achieve a high pitch of excitement but at
the end of the campaign silently fold their tents and
steal away. During high moments of the encounter
\'isiting personalities of charm and fervor hold the
stage. In a matter of weeks they depart, leaving the
ashes of a once blazing fire. Massed choirs, too, add
to the emotion of the hour. Its ad hoc volunteers also
disband and go their ways, "one to his farm, another to
his merchandise."
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of revivalistic
campaigns is the arithmetical attempt to tabulate the
number of conversions. Every clay adding machines
are put to work to total up the "decisions" when only
"the Lord knoweth them that are His." It is possible,
of course, to count attendances and plate offerings.
To count conversions is both impossible and presumptuous. The worst use to which revival statistics can be
put is to feed them to newspaper reporters who will then
write "success stories" on the basis of the figures. To
the casual newspaper reader, so accustomed to following sports results and stock market quotations, it will
seem that, the greater the "conversion count," the more
successful the campaign. Perhaps the statistics are also
OCTOBER
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meant to bolster the morale of the canvassers. the way
community chest solicitors or members of a sales force
are pepped up by seeing high scores posted. Seen
through the numbers emphasis, the preaching missions
of Jesus would have to be put down as dismal failures.
Just think: At Jacob's well in Samaria He had an audience of one - hardly an impressive story for the press.
These remarks are not meant to cast aspersions on
anyone's ministry specifically, for now and then the
hand of God touches a man who prompts people to
open Bibles and read them. \.Yhen this is the case
spiritual blessings accrue to church and nation. In fairness it should also be said that some revivalistic programs seek to overcome their inherent weaknesses by
providing a tie-in with participating parishes, thus re.dee.ming them of the criticism that they are extra-or
super-congregational movements.
Under the most favorable circumstances revivalism
cannot wholly correct its hit-and-run attributes. By
contr(lst, a parish-centered evangelism program is a
year-round tmph(lsis, not isolated from, but closely knit
to, other activities of the parish: support of foreign missions, Christian educ(ltion, and Christian stewardship.
It provides for immediate integration of converts in the
local church and its ministry. There are no floating
pink clouds from which decision-makers must descend
before becoming compatible members of more prosaic
parishes. Ahove all, parish evangelism (and evangelism
by groups of parishes in an area) casts local pastors and
parishioners in missione.rs' roles instead ol bringing in
name-brand revivalists who scratch surfaces but plow
no fields.
Evangelis111, when separated from informed, properlylllotivated, parish-level participatioll in community missions, lapses into professional revi v,d is111. As the specialty of experts it assumes the status of a cult.

The Cult of Ritualism
Protestant churches have in recent years experienced
a liturgical (!Wakening. The former austere and barren
meetinghouse-type churches have given way to sanctuaries with liturgical appointments. Vestments in colors
other than black are now in fashion as coverings for
both clergy and choir. Orders of worship have been
re-introduced to give proper form and sequence to the
events of formal services. Few will regret the passing
of an age of spiritual austerity when churchmen looked
askance at the involvement of art and sense appeal in
worship. There is, moreover, reason for joy that the
Church has regained its historical perspective and returned to the liturgical heritage which dates back to
its beginnings. Foreign-tongued churches transplanted
to America, which found themselves in a chaotic state
during the transition to the English language, have
taken proper measures to set their liturgical houses in
order. Happily, a group of scholars delved into the
study of liturgics and shared their insights with church-
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men preoccupied with the more activistic aspects of
the parish ministry.
To mention one instance of salutary recovery, attention is again being focused on the institution of private
confession as a part of the Christian's worship life. For
all ·these years catechumens have been memorizing
Luther's answer to the question: "What sins should we
confess?" They recite: "Before the confessor we should
confess those sins only ·which we know and feel in our
hearts." But to what extent had Lutherans practiced
private confession? How many had dared to bring
their guilt feelings to their pastor for private acknowledgment and absolution? Did not the age of science
direct them to take their "many a conflict, many a
doubt, fightings and fears within, without" to the
priests of secularism who follow the gospel according
to Freud? Surely the new emphasis on counseling
opens the door to a spiritual clinic the Church has
always had, namely that of the confessional.
While the renewed consciousness of our liturgical
and ceremonial resources has benefited the Church,
there is in certain quarters a run-away inflation that
devalues the Gospel. Within the group of liturgical
scholars resides a perfervid minority which by reason
of temperament and over-compensation tends to make
a means of grace of ritualism. Its adherents are the
Emily Posts of liturgical etiquette, belaboring the rest
of us because of our bad chancel manners and attaching
excessive importance to the observance of ritualistic
niceties. The cuts, colors, and styles of vestments are
made to overshadow the man vested in them and the
message he is supposed to bring.!) As a trend to
sacerdotalism, ritualism makes the spoken Gospel secondary to the dramatized Gospel. Writes Bo Giertz,
the Lutheran bishop of Gothenburg, Sweden: "If we
find in Sweden today a strong trend toward liturgy,
hourly prayers, and frequent communion, we must accept this as a serious sign of our homiletical weakness
. . . We preachers should seriously ask ourselves what
we have made of the living Word, if it has so little to
say to our people."
(Quoted in the September 28,
1958, issue of The Northwestern Lutheran).
In the process of its growth ritualism borrows more

I) Dr. Oswald C . J. Hoffmann, the Lutheran Hour speaker,
kept the record straight when in answer to the question, "Will
you tell m e why some ministers wear robes in worship srvices ?"
he replied in the Question Period of the October 19, 1958, broadcast:
"Just as judges in some courts of law put on a robe to signify
that their own pe•rsonalities have been subordinated to the administration of the law, so ministers in some churches wear robes
in order to symbolize the subordination of their own personalities
to the great role they have accepted of b«;ing spokesmen for
God.
"It really doesn't make any difference whether a minister
wears a robe or not. It doesn't make any difference what kind
of robe he wears. It makes no difference at all. What a pastor
wears is not important. What he preaches is all-important."
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and more elements characteristic of the Roman Catholic
mass, first of its form and then unavoidably of its
doctrinal content. That is why High Church enthusiasts are more or less suspect of crypto-Roman Catholicism as they elevate the host, adore the body and blood
of Christ supposedly present on the altar, and pray for
the souls of the dead. Ritualism in this stage of its
career assumes ~pe dimensions of a cult, and indeed of
a dangerous one.
Ritualism takes liturgics out of the "take it or leave
rt" category and therefore infringes on the Christian
liberty which is offered in the Gospel. Even so liturgical a communion as Anglicanism recognizes officially
the leeway that must be allowed in the area of adiaphora, in which province the matter of liturgics lies.
In the Preface of the AmeTican Book of Common Prayer
this is written: "It is a most invaluable part of that
blessed 'liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free'
that in His worship different forms and usages may
without offence be allowed, provided the substance of
the faith be kept entire; and that, in every Church,
what cannot be clearly determined to belong to Doctrine
must be referred to Discipline; and therefore, by common consent and authority, may be altered, abridged,
enlarged, amended, or otherwise disposed of, as may
seem most convenient for the edification of the people
according to the various exigency of times and occasions."
The above Anglican opinion is in essential agreement
with Article VII of the Augsburg Confession, which declares that it is not necessary that "rites or ceremonies,
instituted by man, should be everywhere alike." It is
also in agreement with Article XV, which asserts that
church usages that may be observed without sin - in
particular holy days, festivals, and the like - "ought to
be observed," inasmuch as they are "profitable unto
tranquility and good order in the Church."

The Cult of Pietism
Pietism in the history of the Church (and in the theological family tree) is a close relative of legalism. Leaders of pietistic movements endeavor to hold people to
a behavior supposedly commanded by the laws of God
- mostly the ceremonial laws of the Old Testament.
In applying them to Christians of the New Testament
era, pietists infringe on the realm of Christian freedom. They command where God's Word has not commanded; they forbid where God's Word has not forbidden.
Hence there arise man-made ordinances
against moderate drinking, smoking, Sunday pastimes,
and the like.
One of the special interests of present-day pietists is
the subject of tithing. In the Old Testament the giving
of the tithe was required; in the New Testament it is
not. To urge it as mandatory is to foster the spirit of
legalism. It is something else, of course, when ten percent of one's income is voluntarily assumed as a guide
or goal, or preferably as a starting point for one's love
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offerings. Certainly, the individual may follow the
tithing principle if he chooses to do so and is so
prompted by his love for Christ. But none can say:
You must.
The difference between may and must at times becomes very fuzzy in the thinking of tithing advocates.
It is one thing to instruct and inspire the Church in
the high adventure of giving along New Testament
principles of Christian stewardship. It is another to
dust off and re-introduce an abrogated tithing law. To
do this is to promote the cult of a particular variety of
pietism and legalism .

The Cult of Controversy
Saint Paul was not one tO eschew controversy if the
clarity of the Gospel was at stake. Out of controversy
came the Gentile Christians' charter of freedom from
the Law (Acts 15). Further documentation of this
emancipation proclamation is found in the Epistle to
the Galatians. But for controversy, the distinctive
Christian doctrines articulated in creeds and confessions
might have been vitiated. By the same token, Lutheranism in critical times did not shun controversy when it
was thrust upon it by opponents of evangelical Christianity. Controversy compelled Lutheran theologians
to put themselves on record. Dr. Frances Ellis of Indiana University writes in her treatise, Lutheran Orthodoxy and the Bamque Nmtel: "lt is true that some or
the orthodox Lutheran pastors were frequently too little
learn : d, too quarrelsome, and too hard-hearted , and
yet, according to Uhlhorn 1Friedrich Uhlhorn, Geschichte der deutsch-lutherisch en Ki1-che - Ed.], it was
this very stubborn adherence to orthodoxy in the midst
of trials and persecutions that saved the Lutheran faith
as it had been won in the Reformation. " The reference
here is to orthodox Lutheranism during the Thirty
Years' War and after.
Wht n is controversy justified ami when is it not?
Controversy becomes a cult activity when there is no
clear answer to the question: Why preserve orthodoxy?
Controversy as a cult activity confuses means with ends;
instead of being the means for preserving a Gospel to
be witnessed abroad and lived, it becomes an end in
itself. Regrettably, controversy for the sake of controversy ties up men's mind in contemplative exercises,
sterile logomachies, and finely-spun argumentations so
reminiscent of the Scholastics. Preoccupation with a
controversy for its own sake keeps Christians from
carrying out the agmda of Jesus Christ. The cult of
controversy keeps the silver coins of the Gospel wrapped
up in napkins instead of putting them into circulation
to enhance our Lord's estate. To have zeal but a
watered down Gospel is to cultivate a shallow activism.
To have a full-bodied Gospel but no zeal to preach it
is to cultivate dead orthodoxy. These are the Scylla
and Charybdis through which God's mariners must
steer the ship of the Church.
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Making Reactionism a Virtue
Related to the cult of controversy is that of reactionism. Its advocates are inclined to settle modern questions by citing traditions or the "the fathers." In congregational meetings needed changes in ecclesiastical
housekeeping are often resisted and sanctioned with
the time-honored phrase: "Wir bleiben beim Alten."
Somehow, what Jeremiah has written of the unchanging,
ever-applicable Word of God: "Ask for the old paths,
where is the good way, and walk therein, and ye shall
find n:st for your souls," is taken out of context and
applied to areas of church life where God's Word has set
down no rulings. Questions pertaining to the modernizations of parish property and working program, and all
financial considerations pertaining thereto, are open to
human adjudication under the guiding principles of
Christian stewardship. In these instances, too, chronic
reactionaries find it easier and cheaper to live in the
past and to say: "Let's do it the way our fathers did it."
And it adds injury to insult when reactionism cultists
s:ek to cover their sins of omission by closing such
meetings with several !cud choruses of "Give me the oldtime relig!on."
Chief Justice Warren has defined the function of the
Supreme Court as that of "applying to ever changing
conditions the never changing principles of freedom."
This is an excellent statement. Transposed into reli gious terms it means that the Church of Jesus Christ
docs well to apply to the ever changing conditions of
the world the never changing principles of the Word of
God. Aberrations in either direction, whether that of
a stultifying reactionism on the one hand or a changefor-the-sake-of-change innovationism on the other, mark
the dear fcotprints of errant cultists.

The Ecumenical Binge
There are in Christendom dedicated ecumenical adventurers who have carried their enterprises to such
extremes as to earn the designation "ecumaniacs."
The "old-Iine, rose-water modernists," now represented
mostly in churchmen approaching ages of three-score
and four-score, were logical leaders in ecumenical movements of the past. They could promote Pan-Protestantism with utmost enthusiasm and abandon, because to
them doctrinal differences did not matter.
The cult of ecumc:.nicity is with us today. As in
every generation, it is no respecter of persons. There
are among college students young people who dream
dreams and see visions of a united Christian Church,
and perhaps it is good to ~ave a hopeful youth in these
days of pessimism. Youth, however, does not always
approach the problem with realism, nor with due regard to the ways of effective church unions.
Those of us who are ass'o ciated with the campus
world know of a moveme111t afoot to uni•te several
Protestant youth groups. That this ambitious projen
is not without the dangers of a blue-sky optimism 1s
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evident from the following report of such a discussion
meeting:
"For most of the people in the library that evening,
it will be a memorable meeting. There are those who
can say of that experience, with every right to do so, that
the students there were caught in some kind of ecclesias·
tical mob psychology to jump on the 'Ecumenical Band
Wagon'.
"There were also that evening a number of honest
disagreonents. Does our Unity in Christ make manda·
tory organic unity? Is closer inter-denominational co·
operation the answer? Many feared, both for us and
for the other movements involved, the loss of the heri·
tages which we both have, in order to become parts of
something new and strange. The example has been
cited of a meeting at the usee a number of years ago
when a Methodist swect young thing said, 'Let's all go
ecumenical.' 'And what is that?' asked one of the
Lutheran Student Association representatives, much to
his regret. 'Oh', she replied, 'you know, where we do
away with the church.'" (Quoted from Motive, publi·
cation of the Methodist Student lVIovement, April, 1957).
In the fever of ecumenicity it is easy to minimize
differences and resort to what is undoubtedly the
worst use of mathematics in religion: the search for
the lt:ast common denominator. \!\lords of concern on
this score were spoken by Dr. Abraham Sachar, presi·
dent of Brandeis University, at the dedication of the
Mendel and Leah Berlin Chapel for Jewish students.
Religious News Services quoted Dr. Sachar as saying:
" Religious differences exist and th ~ y should not be
gloss:.d over or uprooted." He called non·denomina·
tiona! religious services at colleges "completely unrealis·
tic" and said that they are usually proposed by people
who address their prayers "To Whom It May Concern."
He admitted that "it is not possible to check religious
differences at the entrance of the university along with
umbrellas and overshoes.''

Cult of the Contemporary
You see buildings these days - bizarre, grotesque, and
just plain ugly - which would not pass for churches if
the sign in front didn't identify them as such. These
creations serve neither the interests of beauty nor of
utility.
There are parishioners who, along with architects,
will stoutly defend every radical departure from what
the ages have taught us of sound construction. Of
course, the past has known servile adherence to Gothic
as the only permissible style, just as in music there is
a devotion to Bach so dedicated that it blots out every
other form of music. From this kind of conservatism
the pendulum. of opinion has swung to the other ex·
treme of fantastic, functionalistic radicalism. If "archi·
tecture is frozen music," many examples of contem·
porary construction are scarcely more than congealed
forms of Rock and Roll.
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The votaries of all-out modern church architecture
would do well to consider what C. Harry Atkinson,
editor of Probestant Church Administration and Equipment, has written of its shortcomings as seen by the
dean of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
School of Architecture: "Pietro Belluschi reminds us
that there is '!-lso another danger, namely, that the
church snuggles too sickly into our modern life. In
times past our churches and our church buildings domi·
nated the community, but today they are timorous
about being the church of the Living God. Our church
buildings should not get lost in the glittering secularity
of the neon signs, the night club exteriors, and the
straining after sensationalism whch characterize much
of modern life. This is known as 'the new brutalism.'
It is contemporary but not Christian."

The Bigness-Success Fetish
America is a land beautiful and bountiful. Her
natural resources are vast, her boundaries far-spread.
Btyond the material assets of our fatherland we prize
its democratic ideals, freedoms, and opportunities, and
its people's spuit. An
indomitable will, which
prompted pioneers to make fruitful a wilderness, is still
abroad in the land. Given the wherewithal, American
people bring their practical "know how " and organiza·
tiona! genius to the solution of their problems. The re·
suit is an amazing system of production for national
defense and for better everyday living.
On the debit side, the American way of life has as· .
pects that are not laudable. The world at large does
not uniformly admire its philosophical blend of rna·
terialism, utilitarianism, secularism, and hedonism. It
is easy to make other countries look ridiculous when
you apply the American scale of values to their cultural
traditions. You simply select areas where America ex·
eels and hold this pattern against the the situation
abroad. By this method any foreign country, including
dynamic Russia, can be made out a very bleak and
backward country. In Inside Russia Today John Gun·
ther makes such a comparison, but not necessarily for
approval, either way: "No citizen has ever seen a
comic strip, read a gossip column, played canasta, or
gone to a cocktail party. No one has ever seen a super·
market, a drive-in movie, or a motel . . . The Soviet
Union covers 8,602,700 square miles and has not a
single golf course."
As you read that again you wonder whether Amer·
ica's thinly-veneered culture merits the envy of other
nations. Perhaps people in other lands pity us for
what we don't have. They will tell us that there are
yardsticks of measurement other than bigness, success,
and pleasure.
The American spirit, for better and for worse, has
influenced American churchmanship. On the positive
side, American churches can get things done. In that
respect they are worthy successors of first-century Chris·
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tians who also were practical in their own way. Hence
that wonderful account of St. Luke is not called the
confe,·ence resolutions, or parlor disc!lssions, or worli
projections, but the Acts of the Apostles. European
churchmen have on many occasions expressed their
admiration of the vigor of American church life. Practical accomplishments in Christian stewardship constitute one such area.
The American spirit becomes a liability in church life
when it sets up false standards of achievement. The
criteria - success, statistical measurements, and bigness
- are easily taken from the secular world and applied
to the church situation. In his sharply written "Dear
Boss" columns in the Central Illinois District Edition
of The Lutheran Witness, Editor Ewald J. Otto has
blown the whistle on the shenanigans of parochial
megalomania. In a recent column he cited this unsavory bit of boasting in an Oklahoma newspaper ad:
"First Methodist, JVI uskogee's Downtown :\'I ethodist
Church, offers you Muskogee's largest church off-street
park:ng lot, Muskogee's largest church choir, i\I uskogee's
largest Methodist Sunday School." Substitute "department store" for "First i\Iethodist Church" and you
have an easily recognizable, Madison-:\ venue-written,
American commercial: It's the biggest, and therefore
the best.
As if the foregoing were not enough to gag on, Editor
Otto added also this choice item to his collection:
"Come Sunday, 10:45 a.m. Hear how to develop your
character.
Enjoy three choirs, three-manual organ.
Free parking. Coffee hour after church." The saddest
note of all is that it was a parish of the Lutheran
Church - Missouri Synod which delivered itself of this
paid plant in a local newspaper.
The cult of bigness-success philosophy manifests itself
also in the holy of holies, the Christian ministry. It
is getting so one hesitates to read a newspaper story
telling about the "promotion" of a successful parson
from an important parish to a more important one.
You know the plot in advance: The parson performed
statistical miracles in terms of capital investments in
the church plant (yes, "plant") and of new members
taken in. ("Taken in" in this connection permits of
double-(n tendre).
In 1\1 onday M oming, a Presbyterian ministers' magazine, H. Richard Rasmussen, who serves Presbyterian
students at Purdue University, records his displeasure
with this type of reporting, saying: "It was announct".d
that a minister in Lafayette, Indiana, was leaving. And
what accomplishments did the newspaper stress? You
are so right: 500 people had been added to the membership of the church during this man's pastorate. He
was strangely absent otherwise in the community."
There is, of course, nothing inherently wrong about
being large or successful. All blessings of God, also
bigness and success, are to be received with humble
gratitude. Let it be remembered, however, that magni0CTOBF.R
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tude and multitude do not begin to tell the true story
of a Christian church, nor do they guarantee a certain
future. Faithfulness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ is
the only assurance of true spiritual success, as it was for
the Church of Philadelphia. To this church the Lord
said: "Behold, I have set before thee an open door, and
no man can shut it; for thou hast a little strength, and
hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name."
(Revelation 3:8.)

Placing Schoo ls Beyo nd the Cult Catego ry
From the time this writer entered the first grade
until he graduated from Concordia Seminary he had
not spent a single day in a public school. It was not
until he enrolled in the University of lVI innesota Graduate School that he sought education under non-church
auspices. As an avowed beneficiary of the Christian
day school system he wants to help in every way to
ketp it effective.
The parochial school system was closely identified
with the Lutheran Church - :\Iissouri Synod from its
very beginning. It is not foreign to the genius of the
Missouri Synod but or its very essence and history. The
growth of the Church has been related to the growth
of Lutheran schools, not in a coincidental but a causal
relationship. The schools contributed immeasurably
to the inward and outwar~ growth of the Church.
The Christian day school idea is solid because it rests
on an incontestable philosophy of Christian education.
It puts .Jesus Christ into the very heart of the curriculum
and into the heart of the child. Dr. Liston Pope, clean
of the Yale Divinity School, had some kind words to
say for parochial schools when he met with a group or
Lutherans aFter a convocation lecture at Purdue Uni·
versity. The Rev. E. P. ' 'Veber, then Lutheran campm
;>astor at Purdue, summarized Dr. Pope's appraisal as
tallows: "If the existence of Cod is the most important fact in life, then parochial or Christian day schools
are the only genuine answer to the education of our
children."
The parochial school plan provides for the Christian religion to be taught as a formal subject and for
its penuration into all subjects. Christian teaching
is made to pervade the entire curriculum. History becomes His story. The study of geography is integrated
with what the Scriptures teach concerning God's
creation of the world and its peoples. Not only Palestine but every country in this perspective becomes the
"holy land." Whatever the subject, whether civics,
citizenship, or even mathematics, Christian motivation
is supplied.
In our town not long ago Lutheran parents took their
daughter out of the church school and enrolled her
in the city school "because a home economics course
was offered there." \oVe kept our children in the church
school precisely because no practical workshop courses
were taught there. We believed that these practical,
II

get-at-life courses are premature for children in the
sixth grade_ Our primary concern for our children
was to provide them with religious grounding, and, as
far as their other education was concen1ed, have them
learn the fundamentals of reading, writing, arithmetic,
and spelling instead of monkeying around with educational frills.
The Lutheran parochial school system enjoys the
tremendous asset of being staffed with spiritually-motivated, professionally-trained men and women. There
are, of course, handicaps under which many of them
work, among them low salaries, inadequate facilities,
apathy on the part of church members, and the presence
of problem pupils.
The Christian school, because it is in a sinful world
and manned by saints-sinners, is subject to break-downs
in aims and methods_ It requires ever-vigilant administration. It is not automatically good; it has to be made
good. Therefore efforts to improve its performance
and to test its effectiveness should be welcomed all
around. Highly to be recommended is "An Instrument for Evaluating Elementary Schools," as prepared
by Frederick Nohl of Synod's Board for Parish Education. If such probing is resisted, there is reason to
suspect that, in the minds of some, the Christian day
school has been assigned an untouchable, sacred-cow
status, and made the idol of a traditional, uncritical
cult.
Some years ago this writer attended a meeting of
circuit visitors where the District Counselor of Christian
Education reported on his activities. The question
came up: Shall we encourage county superintendents
to visit our schools? One speaker brushed aside the
suggestion, even for its public relations value, because
"we have nothing to learn from a county superintendent." He added: "Do we not frequently read in our
church papers that our Lutheran pupils walk off with
honors in eighth grade examinations?" This wellmeaning individual, and surely one loyal to parochial
schools, was on the threshold of making a cult of any
kind of a church school. Our system is good only in
the measure that we make it so, no matter what the
sign says out front.
You wonder, too, at times about the relative importance assigned to church and school as expressed in
the buildings. You wonder whether the emphasis is
properly placed when you see a large modern school
next to a shack of a church. Of course, what you see
may be a stage in the development of an overall building program. Sometimes architectural plans call for
the school to be built as the first unit. Eventually the
church will be added. This may be a good way to proceed, provided it won't take forever and a clay to build
the church. When the school overshadows the church
in a permanent arrangement you suspect that this architectural imbalance reflects a philosophy which places
the church second to the school. Then it is time to
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ask: "Vhich building serves more souls?
tution, church or school, is subsidiaq•?

\Vhich insti-

Cult of the Departmental View
It is axiomatic that the whole is greater than any o l
its parts. Applied to church work, this means that the
total kingdom of Christ takes precedence over partial
activities on any of its sectors. Service personnel in any
of the multiple categories of ecclesiastical enterprises
- missions, education, stewardship, or charities - wiii
keep themselves from fragmentizing the work of the
Church in the measure that they gear their programs
to the total mission of the Church instead of the immediate interests of their departments.

The cult of the particular is especially evident in the
promotional efforts of what to certain individuals are
"pet projects." Any number of noble causes, whether
a camp, a chapel, a charity, or a scholarship for special
research, can so engross promoters and patrons as to
cause them to lose all sense of proportion as far as the
needs of the total Church are concerned. One of the
characteristics of a cu lt is its insistence on elevating the
marginal to a position of centrality.

Looking Ahead
The reader may go on to judge for himself whether
curr(ntly debated issues are kept in proper relationship to "the Holy Gospel of the glory and the grace
of God, " which Martin Luther in Thesis 62 calls "the
true treasure of the church." He may want to examine
whether cult status is given to such endeavors and issues
as mergers of Lutheran churches, Lutheran separatism,
individualism versus conformity, and the hotly debated
integration-segregation question. On this latter point
the Church has for its example the love of God in
Jesus Christ for all men - those hated and even for
the haters. Jt is in the light of the Gospel that thorny
human relations problems can be solved, as also the
apostolic Church solved them.
(See Ephesians 2).
On both sides of the Mason-Dixon line, of the railroad track in your city, or any other man-made boundaries, the Gospel of Christ is the same. Men sometimes forget that fact. 'Vhen the governor of South
Carolina withdrew his welcome to Billy Graham on the
grounds that was an "integrationist" the North Carolinian evangelist, according to the UPI news report,
"said some people had become so unbalanced by the
racial issue that 'segregation or integration have become
their only gospel.' " In the Church there can be no
solution of this problem apart from the true gospel
written with a capital "G."
In the exchange of insights both the ecclesiastical
whole and its parts correct each other's faults and supplement one another's talents for the common service
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To exalt Him
who is the Lord of all is our spiritual speciality.
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The Theatre

Shakespeare in Summertime
By

WALTER SoRELL

Drama Editor

Shakespeare would have enjoyed the political fight
between Park Commissioner Moses and producer Joseph
Papp more than anyone e.Jse. He would probably have
used the figure of Moses as an over-zealous Senator
in Caesar's Rome who would plan and scheme against
Pappus' intentions to produce Plautus' plays in the
Circus Maximus gratis for the people. Luckily for the
New Yorkers, however, the judge's final decision was
in favor of Papp and free Shakespeare in the Belvedere
Theatre in Central Park. Two thousand and four
hundred people saw a stunning production of "Julius
Caesar" every night.
To do Shakespeare in an open-air theatre with the
magically lighted skyline of New York as a natural
backdrop takes away a great deal from the intimacy of
his lyrical passages. According to the Ia test news,
Commissioner Moses wants to prove that he was by
no means against Shakespeare, but only against Papp
and his "no-entrance-fee" idt:a. On the very same spot
in the Park he in tends to build a Shakespeare theatre
for next season. It would then be advisable to block
the view of the lighted towers of the city and to keep
the prices as low as possible - if for no other reason
than in memory of Papp's wonderful productions of
the Barel's plays.
The new Metropolitan Boston Arts Center produced
in its tent theatre an interesting, though not satisfying,
"Macbeth." Jose Quintero's direction had fury and
pace leading the way to a grand spectacle. But the dissatisfaction came from the acting. It \eems that our
actors, trained in and ruined by naturalistic acting
through so many past clecacles, can never do Shakespeare's poetic richness justice.
They seem to be
ashamed of the great gesture, of letting the verbal
melody melt on their tongues as John Gielgud does.
Jason Robards, Jr., as Macbeth, reduced the lines to
a casualness in his delivery which, through its quiet intensity, was dfective at cena:n moments, but, as a
whole, deprived language and character of their greatness. In trying to defy all conventional conceptions
of Macbeth he often paused between closely related
words and created through such deliberation more often
than not an unpleasant mannerism in his style of acting.
Another jarring note lies in the discrepancy between
his Macbeth and Siobhan McKenna's Lady Macbeth.
She is unable to make any line sound casual; everything
she utters has momentous power driving toward her
goal. Miss McKenna reaches a certain greatness when
she walks across the upper stage, doomed and silent and what eloquence her silent moments have! She is
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moving in her despair, "Here's the smell of blood still,"
and her attempt to cleanse her hands in a violent gesture
remains unforgettable.
But stars of such divergency rarely make for a perfect
production. The Shakespeare company in Stratfo-rd,
Conn., has come to realize that only an ensemble playing together for many a season can do the trick.
·Their production of "The Merry Wives of Windsor"
is proof of good t(am work. This play, written within
two weeks at the request of Queen Elizabeth, is a masterpiece of simple dramaturgy and clean fun in poetic and
earthy prose. There is always the danger that this
somewhat farcical ccmedy gets out of hand and turns
into a romp of foolishness and clowning. But the staging was skillfully and tastefully handled by John Houseman and Jack Landau. The most was made of every
hum oro us situation without going to any excess.
Larry Ga tt:s as Fa !staff avoided the pitfalls of overplaying and showed that behind his obese facade is a
human being cf quick wit and dignity who loves to enjoy life and only becomes the victim of his vanity. His
Falstaff was a well-rounded figure in character as much
as in physique. His splendid performance was supported by an excellent cast. Hiram Sherman was delightful as the jealous husband, and an Marchand and
Nancy \1\Tickwire as 1\fistress Ford and Mistress Page
gave a hilarious account of themselves. As a mattt:r of
fact, within such fine teamwork no o ne should get
any special mention . Rut through the years Morris
Carnovsky has shown an <~stounding versatility, from his
m<~gnificent portrait of Shylock to his admirable French
doctor in this comedy.
The same comp<~ny <Jiso presented a rarely seen "All's
Well That Ends Well" and, <~lthough this production
did not quite live up to the title, I am not sure whether
any other ensemble could do much more with this comeely which I have always consiclert:cl as Shakespeare's
weakest play. It may have been a beguiling romantic
tale for Elizabethan audiences who may have enjoyed
seeing the upper class pitted against the lower class
and the famous "bed trick" in which the rejected lady
impersonates another woman. Such things are difficult
to accept today if the arbitrariness of the plotting is not
covend with a multi-colored lustre of poetic lines as,
for instance, in "Romeo and Juliet" where the rhapsodic
melody of the word makes us forget the unrational sequence of events. But we must be grateful to this
Shakespeare ensemble for having shown us their major
effort to bring to life a minor work of the greatest
poet of the stage.
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From the Chapel

How God Builds Faith
Hy THF: REv.

MARTIN

.J.

ZscHOCHE

Pastor of Trinity Luthemn Chtnrh
Saint Joseph, Michigan
At Capernaum there was an official whose son was
very ill. When he heard that Jesus had left Judea
and had arrived in Galil:;e, he went off to see Him
and begged Him to come down and heal his son, who
was by this time nearly dying.
]r:sus said to him, " I suppose that you will never
believe unless you SB!? signs and wonden."
"Sir," retumed the official, "please come down before my boy dies!"
"You can go home," return,::;d .I esus, ")'OUT son is
alive and well."
And the man believed what .f esus had said to hi 111
and went away home.
On the joumey back his ser<Jants met him with the
Tepo1·t, "Your son is alive and wefl." So h.<? asl<ed them at
what time he had begun to rerov~r, and they r·eplied that
"the fever left him yeste1·day at one o'clork in the
aft emoon." Then the father knew that this must have
happened at the very moment when .Jesus had said to
him, "Your son is alive and well." And he and his
whole household believed in .Jesus.
- Saint John 4:46-53 (Phillips Translation)
Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host:
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
It is easy to sing this when everything is all right with
our world. As long as we have our good health, our
job, good earning power, our homes, our cars, and all
the things we think we need for a good life, the goodness of God is evident to us. All of us wil l agree heartily
that we should sing this doxology often.
The acid test to our Christian faith comes when we
are asked to sing that great doxology in a time of crisis.
This is the time when (as we are wont to say) "the men
are separated from the boys." In God's hand under
divine direction all our afflictions, trials, and problems will be ch anged into blessings. Generally speaking,
we think of ourselves as great men of faith. God in His
way effects the wholesome change of making us men of
great faith. Our Gospel lesson for this day would help
us to learn this.
St. John in the text before us iri troduces us to a certain noblem a n who lived in beautiful Capernaum.
Evidently he was connected with the government in
some way. We may assume that he had a good living;

that he enjoyed a comfortable home in which there
were many servants to do his bidding. Whi le there was
much to delight him, it was his little son who gave him
his greatest pleasure. He was deeply devoted to this
lad and keen ly interested in his development.
But as it can happen in any household, a day of adversity arrived to mar the happiness and joy of the
family. The son was critically ill, and the prognosis of
the attend ing physician was tha ·: he was at the point of
death. You will understand, then, the great ~acrifice
which the father made when he forced himself to leave
the bedside of the lad in order to come to Jesus for
he I p. As soon as he found our Lord, he strong)y urged
Him to come with all dispatch to his home, and heal his
sen.
vVe are more than nineteen hundred years removed
from that scene. For that reason it is easy for many to
pass judgment upon this grief-stricken nobleman and
th e status of his faith. Bible scholars look to the answer
or .Jesus: "You will never believe unless you see signs
and wonders, " and attempt to draw out of this that
.Jesus was chiding him for his little faith. I do not
presume to judge this man at all. J feel that he did have
faith. l am sure it was not comparable at this particular
m oment to the faith o( Abraham or Paul , but it was
faith. He knew en c ugh to come to our Lord in a time
of crisis. He had the confidence that here he would
find help, even when all else failed. He believed that
the goodness of Jesus would compe l our Lord to aid him
in his distress. There are those who would accuse him
of being presumptuous in that he attempted to direct
our Lord as to how He should give help. Frankly, l
am sure that the Lord was gracious enough to overlook
this, in view of the man's deep anxiety which was driving him to this length. Suffice it to say, Jesus saw his
faith, and though it might have been only a small faith,
it was a faith .
At this moment, 1 arn addressing a group of substantially mature Christians. Almost all of you have been
privileged to have the background of a fine Christian
home training. Many of you have received your elementary schooling under the auspices of your congregation in a parochial school. Some of you have even had
the advantage of attending a Lutheran High School.
All this demonstrates that most of you have had the
Word of God very close to you in your lives before you
came here, and here this opportunity is not lost either.
THE CRESSET

Accordingly, we might expect that you would all be
far different than this nobleman in our text, should a
great trial come to you. The actual fact is that in a
moment of great trial we are no different at all. You
know how often our Lord chided the Twelve for their
little faith. That is why we all need so much the lesson of this text with regard to faith and trust. I am
sure that the Lord knows that there are times when
mature Christians like ourselves are so overwhelmed
by our trials and afflictions that we let our anxiety
show more than our faith. I think that this is often the
reason why a critical situation must arise in our lives,
so that we might seek Him the more. An old member
of our church, now sa in ted, once remarked to me in the
hospital, "Pastor, when the good Lord wants us to look
up, He sometimes is forced to put us flat on our back."
All that is necessary at _a time like that is to allow our
Savior to develop the situation so that we are not only
delivered from the crisis, but are better and stronger
Christians for having experienced it. Give the Lord
the opportunity and He will cause faith to mature.
This is exactly what the Lord did with the nobleman.
When the nobleman repeated his request that Jesus
come into his home and heal his son, Jesus simply
stated: "You can go home ; your son is alive and ·w ell."
Does it not thrill you to read the report: "The man believed what Jesus had said to him and went away
home"? That was a rapid maturing of faith, to lay
hold of one promise of God, and be willing to hold
God to that promise. VVe salute this man for trusting
the Word. .Back of that acceptance of the \Vord of
God was the gracious work of the Spirit of God.
God has not changed His tactics to this very day.
He still turns us to His \t\Tord for help. There is no
problem existing for which His \t\Tord does not have
the correct answer, whether that pertains to this life or
that to come. Time does not permit me at the moment
to summon the many promises which God's \Von! holds
out to us, which so forcibly demonstrate this truth.
Let me say only in a very practical way that every pasto r
you know meets every crisis with you by directing your
attention to one of God's promises. I am sure that most
of the time the promise to which he refers yo u is one
that you have known from memory [rom the days of
your childhood. 1 t takes a crisis to make this promise
goldtn to you. We had an instance of this in our community this past summer. Four of Valparaiso's students
were involved in a traffic accident in our town. They
were rushed to our hospital where capable doctors
treated them. 1 wonder how many times each one of
them had recited the passage of the Ninety-First Psalm:
"He shall give His angels charge over thee, to keep thee
in all thy ways. They shall bear thee up in their hands
Jest thou dash thy foot against a stone." Yet I may
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safely say to you that, on the evening this happened .
and I quoted it at their bedsides, it meant far more
than it had ever meant to them before. I am sure
those hours in the hospital helped them to mature a
great deal in faith.
Let us understand that God's promises in His Word
say what God means. God will demonstrate that He
means what He says. God keeps His promises in order
that our faith may be strong. After all, He has a reputation to uphold, also. I ask you, then, to place your
confidence in these everlasting promises. They will
mature you in your faith, when you see that God fulfills them in your lives.
.You see what developed with the nobleman . "And
on the journey back his servants met him with the report: 'Your son is alive and well.' So he asked them at
what time he had begun to recover, and they replied
that 'the fever left him yesterday at one o'clock in the
afternoon.' Then the father knew that this must have
happened at the very moment when .Jesus had said to
him, 'Your son is alive and well.'" The result was that
this man and his household believed steadfastly in the
Lord. They were now positive that God is a faithful God. He does not make rash promises; He keeps
every word of every pledge to His people. I am sure
that this nobleman and his household were stalwart
Christians and followers of our Savior.
lf you want an illustration as to how God fulfills
His promises to make men strong in faith, then observe
the disciples after Pentecost. Life was not easier for
them after Pentecost than before.
][ anything,
should say it was far more trying. Yet this I know,
none of them wavered or doubted that the promises of
God were not sure. Rather, they proclaimed them as
being certain of fulfillment for all times and conditions
of men. For the most part they sealed their faith with
their death. The nobleman of our text, the disciples
o[ our Lord, and hundreds of other Christians march
before us as inspiring examples of men of great faith.
1\fy young friends, what I am about to say to you
has betn said so often that it has become perhaps somewhat dull to your ears. Valparaiso University is God's
demonstration that we may believe the promises o[ His
\t\Tord. God has in a wonderful manner supplied the
faith and the Christian courage to the lives of the leaders of the school and the University Association to com pel them to make great sacrifices in order that this
school might exist, expand, and serve you and the
generations to come. The faith of the founding fathers
has most certainly been rewarded.
My simple plea is that we allow God to do His work
in us. If we let God alone, He will do great things
for us and with us. God will make us not great men,
but men of great faith.
Amen.
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Well, then when this pope they have now dies, there
will be a Catholic presiden t of the United States and
the next pope will be an American, only instead of
going to live in Rome he will stay right here in the
United States, probably in Washington, and he will
be the actual ruler of the country with the president
doing whatever he says.

letter from
Xanadu~
-

---ly

G.

Nebr.
G . ----

Dear Editor:
Boy, have I had my eyes opened today. There was
a man in the store who represents an organization
called the Brotherhood of Incorruptible Gladiators Opposing Tyranny, which is a kind of high-flown name,
but the purpose of this organization is to keep an eye
on the Catholics and sort of pass the word when it
looks like the Catholics are going to make another try
at taking over.
This guy was telling me about the latest plot which
he says was cooked up last year at the election of the
pope. You know a lot of people thought it was funny
that the Catholics would elect such an old man but this
guy says that it all fits into a plot. The idea is to
get Kennedy nominated and, if possible, elected. And
just for insurance, they've got to get a Catholic as the
vice-president candidate on the Republican ticket with
the unders·tanding, of course, that if the Republicans
do get in there will be some sort of "accident" to the
president.

This guy from BIGOT says that his organization
has all the evidence, which they got from a nun who
overheard Cardinal Spellman telling Bishop Sheen all
about it. She fled from the nunnery when a sex-crazed
Jesuit tried to attack her one night while she was down
in the basement of the nunnery oiling the rifles of the
Knights of Columbus. So it all seems pretty authentic
and the big question is, \,Yhat are we going to do about
it?
Oh yes, this fellow also said that one of the documents
Sister X. brought out with her is a list of Lutherans
who will be tried for Communist sympathies because
they have criticized the pope. I didn't see the list but
this fellow said that practically all of the real Lutheran
leaders were on it and that I would be surprised if
I could see certain names that weren't on it. Get it?
Well, I gave the guy ten dollars and told him I
would pass the word to our readers. It seems to me
we had better get moving if we don't want this country
of ours turned into another Spain.
Regards
G. G.

VERSE
ANNIVERSARY THOUGHT

ALL NIGHT THE DREAM

Once love threw dams across a river's flow
And we kept dry, watching tame sky in grace
As stars swarmed thick as gnats above the lace
And necklace of leaves that ringed a street lamp's glow;
Or like survivors from the undertow

All night the dream
kept turning in my mind
and like a blind worm,
crawling through the still,
laced tight the clark in terror-ridden awe,
to point lone corridors that knew no encl.

\,Ye sipped safe coffee in a rescue space
Till tide forced levees, took our hiding place,
Pushed us back to dreary streets that come and go.
But now we navigate upon the tide;
The stars are no more timeless decorations;
Now street lights count and tumble past outside.
As ship mates singing more than shore refrain,
We now mix iove wf.th duty at our st<utions
Until we clear the delta, reach the main.
-ROBERT
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Again I trod
the road of countless dreams,
lurched, stumbled, lurched again,
and fell, as when
in other dreams the self-same pattern loomed
and held me spell-bound in its hollow coil.
Now, in the wakeful world of newer clays,
I know not which be truth or which be dream.
-

CHARLES SHAw

T HE CRESSEY

The Music Room

Wanda Landowska
By

Wanda Landowska is dead. She was one of the
greatest musicians of: our time. Furthermore, she was
one of the world's ablest exponents of the clavier music
written by Johann Sebastian Bach.
I never had an opportunity to interview l\Ime.
Landowska, nor was it ever my good fortune to hear
her in the flesh. But I have read much about her, and
some of those who knew her have told me how stimulating and uplifting it was to come under the spell of
her artistry.
My admiration of l\fme. Landowska's ability came
about through the magic of recording. Her perform·
ances of Bach's clavier music invariably moved me to
the quick. They are based en profound understanding;
they are indisputably Bachian in spirit and in effectiveness.
Mme. Landowska will go down in history as a queen
of the harpsichord. Perhaps she was wrong in concluding that Bach was thinking primarily of this instru·
ment when he wrote The Well-tempered Clavier and
many other works for the keyboard. At all events, Albert Schweitzer does not share this conviction. A number of years ago I asked one of Schweitzer's dose friends
whether the great man believed that Bach wrote his
The Well-tempered Clavier for the harpsichord or for
the clavichord. The answer 1 received came with
lightinglike swiftness.
"For the clavichord," said
Schweitzer's friend and co-worker. "The great Bach
scholar is sure o( this."
It is altogether possible the l\Ime. Landowska was
mistaken in her conviction. Maybe the wish was the
father of the thought. But this is a purely historical
matter. It is far more important to ask whether Bach's
clavier works assert themselves with greater forcefulness by way of the harpsichord than they could ever do
through the medium of the clavichord. l\Jme. Landowska was sure that the harpsichord serves them better.
It would be impossible, I believe, for anyone to refute
this conviction of hers. Mme. Landowska knew Bach's
music as few musicians ever learn to know it. Her devotion to Bach was founded on intensive study, profound respect, and deep-going knowledge.

Many musicians and pseudo musicians pay lip service
to Bach. But their hearts are far from him. Bach does
not need such service. In fact, this is no service at all;
it is a disservice. But Bach does need the service of
artists like Mme. Landowska.
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If your primary interest in Bach's music is centered
in this composer's awe-inspiring mastery of form and
counterpoint, 1\fme. Landowska's recordings will give
you much help and inspiration. lf you focus most of
your attention on Bach as a melodist, the recordings
will be equally stimulating. No sincere student of the
great man's music can afford to ignore these invaluable
historical documents.
Mme. Landowska was a Bach specialist. But this
does not mean that she was one-sided in her equipment
as a musician. She set great store by the works of other
masters. She played the music of \IVoHgang Amadeus
l\fozart as well and as devotedly as she performed the
works of Bach. And who will prove that Bach was "
greater composer than Mozart or that l\Jozart was a
greater composer than Bach? Does the man who wrote
the Clnmnotic FrmlOJ)' and Fugue, the llafian Crmre1·to.
and the Goldberg l 'rniations stand head and shoulders
above the genius who created the ]lljJit er Symphony.
Don Giovanni , or the Clarinr' l Q11intet?
Nowadays there are some who refer to Joseph Haydn
as a bit out of date. .\!me. Landowska was not one or
them. She realized and proclai111ed that Haydn was (1
master of the art of co mposition .
To me it seems a lmost axiomatic to conclude that
l\fme. Landowska cou ld not have become one of the
world's most competent exponents of the mu sic of
Bach if she had been one-sided in her approach to the
art to which she dedicated her long life.
Bach himsel( was by no means a one-sided musician.
H he were alive today, he would declare with all the
emphasis at his command that music always stands in
need of devoted servants who, lik e the late \Vanda Lan·
dowska, realit.e that the art they serve is exceedingly
rich in wonderful products o[ many kinds and vintages.

Some Recent Rec-ordings
JEAN SIBELIUS. Symphony No. 5, in E Flat Major, Op
82. Pohjola's Daughter (Symphonic Fanatasy), Op. 49. The
BBC Symphony Orchestra under Sir Malcolm Sargent. Authoritative performances of a fine symphony and an exciting symphonic
poem (Capitol-EM!). PETER ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY.
Concerto in D Major, for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 35. FELIX
MENDELSSOHN.
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in E
Minor, Op. 64. Isaac Stern, violinist, with the Philaddphia
Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy. Stern, one of the greatest
violinists of our time, applies the magic of his violinism to two
well-known conce.rtos.
The additton of the magic of the
Philadelphia Orchestra under Ormandy makes these readings
memorable in the full se-nse of the word (Columbia).
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Baptismal Font
----------------------- B y

In the clays of greater simplicity, it was much easier
to decide where a church was to be built. The strange,
true idea was abroad that God had marked off places
for His Churches in a very special way.
One of the earmarks of the place where a church was
to be built was always a spring of living water. This
they felt to be an absolute necessity sin ce baptism was
the way in which people were brought into the holy
fellowship of Christ. If there was a choice of several
springs, they chose one which was at the highest point
in the village area . This accounts for some of the
beautiful and picturesque locations of Old 'Vorld
churches and monasteries. Water was then led from
this spring to a regular fountain in which baptisms
were performed. The spring also became the favorite
source of water supply for the villagers and enabled the
pastors of the churches to maintaain a fine contact
with the families of the parish.
All of this was, of course, based on the words of
Jesus Himself, when He said, "I am the Living 'Vater,"
"I am the Water of Life." In its baptismal fountains
the Church, therefore, incorporated one of Christ's own
symbols for Himself.
Today such true symbolism is rather rare, and so this
baptismal font in the church at Dortmund is all the
more remarkable. It was done in 1954 by the architect
Emil Steffann, in collaboration with the sculptor, H .
G. Buecker. This exceptional font has been placed
immediately inside the great glass doors of the west
portals. The entire thing is simplicity itself. It reaches down through the floor of the Church to a full well,
and water is drawn up fo'f the baptism. The cover
consists of oak which is sealed underneath with hammered copper. The holders for the ropes on the lid
consist of three peacocks as symbols of immortality the eternal life brought to the believer by baptism "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved."
The ropes go up fifty-five feet through the ceiling
and, over wooden rollers, come down again to the
bronze dove of the Holy Spirit which is the counterbalancing weight of two hundred fifty pounds. The
cover of the font can, therefore, be raised with just
one finger and always remains absolutely straight and
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m balance.
Unfortunately, our unseemly haste in getting things
done leaves us little room for designing things and
furnishings for the church which take into consideration
the old tradition and symbol ism but give us the fresh ness and beauty of the new architecture. Church furnishing houses with their anxiety to mass produce and
have good sales have glutted the market with things
such as fonts, altars, lecterns, and pulpits which are not
only unworthy but sometimes even rather disgraceful.
r\ little thought and study, some careful reading and
sanctified imagination can bring the truly attractive
and worthy gifts of man's artistry into the service of
his God. Strangely enough, this work of art, for all
its simple beauty, costs the congregation far less than
a cheap reproduction which could have been bought
through a church furnishing house. This sacrament,
so precious that eternal life is bound up with it, ought,
if possible, to have a setting worthy of its preciousness.
This is not essential. For Philip and the Eunuch a
little desert spring was sufficient. Saint John the Baptist used the waters of Jordan, and the early Christians,
a little hollow in the rock at the top of the Mount of
Olives.
Then came the days of the elaborate baptistry. In
the fountains at the doors of the church or in great
separated baptistries of Pisa, Florence, Padua and
Venice. Then came the age of fonts within the west
portal o[ the church and finally, under the Evangelical
view, the font in direct proximity to the chancel area,
so that the emphasis on '1\'onl and Sacraments was presented visually as well as theologically.
Baptism had its daily-renewed significance when the
early Christians stopped at the font within the walls of
the Church to sign themselves with the water of baptism
and the sign of the cross as a reminder that they were
baptized in the Name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Ghost. This fine significance we have .lost
by making the font only an occasional and ceremonial
holder for water and removing it from direct access of
the people to solemn isolation and no daily reminders
of a covenant made by the Heavenly Father with His
needy, still earth-bound child.
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BOOKS OF THE MONTH
RELIGION
LET US PRAY
T he Commi ttee on Public Worship and
Aids to D evotion of the General Assembly
of the Church of .Scotland (Oxford,

$2 .00)
Prayer books arc a glut on th e market,
but once in a while them appears one which
is so well done that it d eserves notice. Let
Us Pray is such a prayer book.
The prayers in cluded in this book are d esigned primarily for use in the famil y. in
schools, and in Christian youth fellowships.
The prayers have been chosen from many
sources, chi e-fly from the Book of Common
Prayer, but quite a large number of the
prayers are original and directly related to
the concerns of tod ay's young people.
The great virtue of this prayer book, as
of all well-constructed formula e for worship,
is th at it directs attention, by mc.ans of the
prescribed prayers, to those proper concerns
which the Christian should have for thoso
of his own household, for his brethren in th e
Faith, and for his fellowm en in the world
which are so lik ely to be overlooked b y all
of us in our preoccupation with our own
wants and needs an d anxieties. Occasional
references to the Queen can, of course, be
omftted by th e American worshiper if he
finds them ina ppropriate·.

GENERAL
THE ACADEMIC MARKETPLACE
By Theodore Caplow & R eece ]. M cGee
(Basic Books, Inc., $4.95)
The authors are professors of sociology,
Theodore Caplow at the University of Minnesota and R eece ]. McGee a t the University of T exas, and this book is a sociological
study of a single aspect of the American
academic scene: vacancy-and-replacement
sequences, 215 of ·them, involving fu ll-time
faculty positions. But this one aspect is sa
central a nd vital a part of a university that,
perhaps more than any other factor , it affects the entire life and work of the institution, so much so in fact th a t this study is
advertised on the jacket as "an anatomy of
the acad emic profession -- its mores, its mora le, and its machinations," which is perhaps
a more accurate indication of its purpose
and content. The title is a little misleading; it does not suggest the range and d epth
of this study, which are quite considerable.
Its valu e lies not so much in what i-t says
a:bout professorial vacancies, how they arise
a nd how they arc dealt with, but in the
light it sheds on the whole business of run-
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ning a large and complex unive rsity. Tho
au thors restricted their investigation to the
liberal arts divisions of ten outstanding universities during the academic years 19541955 a nd 1955-1956. Of the-se universities,
thf're are three in the Ivy L eague, four in
the Big T en, on e in California, and two in
the South. To facilitat e id entification, the
following additiona l hints a re given: fiv-~
are endowed and five are· state-supported;
five are in metropolitan centers, two in middle-sized cities, and three in small college
towns; three have degree-granting branches,
five contain more than one liberal arts college, and two have separate colleges for
men and women. Obviously good old Podunk is not a mong them.
ilf wha t the authors report is really so,
and tho book is well documented, the mores,
the morale, and the machinations at our
"prestigt" universities are pretty sad -- a n
unhappy story of bickering. of incompetence
and stupidit y, and of much else that is c·ven
worse, the sort of thing one docs not ordinarilY associate with scholars and gentlemen. The saddest thing about it all is th at
the student is the re-al victim of such shenanigans. Whateve r th ey rna,· be as research
agencies, thi s book suggests that some of our
"ma jor league" universities may not be our
best schools. And even th ?ir highly touted
research leaves much to be d esirf'd. Therewill bt> many a loud amPn to th e followin g
observation: "A grea t dt>al of foolish and
unnecossary research is undertaken by men
who bring to their investigation neith er ta lent nor interest. The multiplication of specious or trivial research ha s somt> tendenc)·
to contaminate- the academic atmosphere
and to bring knowledge itsdf into disrepute."
The best wme 1s kept for the end. In
th e closing chapte-r there are some excellent
suggestions and eleven specific recommendations which, if practiced, would do much
not only to improve the traffic in professional brain and brawn but a lso to rais ~ th e
love! of the academic life in this co untry.
w. E. BAU ER

OF STARS AND MEN
By Harlow Shapley_ (Beacon Press, $3.50)

SCIENCE AND THE MODERN MIND :
A SYMPOSIUM
Edited by Gerald Holten ( Beacon Press,

$3.95)
Dr. Shapley, in attempting to construct a
clearer concept of the position of mankind
in tho universe as indicated by the currently
accepted cosmic "facts", d evelops what he
calls an obituary to an thropoccntrism in the
description of the universe. He shows quite

clear!,· that ew·n with many a ll owances fo r
errors in the basic assumptions. there are at
least a hundred million planetary systems
capable of supporting life in a manner similar to the ea rth . In the d evelopment of hi s
argument, Dr. Shapley. in language understandable by the layman, reviews the current scientific concepts of matter, the unive-rse, a nd the origin of !iff' on ea rth.
In presenting the expanding universe of
galaxies, Dr. Shaplf'v a llows others to su ggest what started it off and why; but he
does call for small but magnifi ce nt man to
face square-l y and fully the enormous and
magnificent universe.
The second book attempts to do in part
just what Dr. Shapley asks b y examining
the influence of science upon our world
conceptions. This book is a collection of
papers prese nted a t a conference of th e
American Academy of Arts and Sciences. In
the first grou p of papers, Henr y Gu erlac,
Harcourt Brown, and Giorgio de Sa ntillan a
consider the manner in which the rise of
science in th e seventeenth cen tury affected
the cu ltun· and world view for the following
ce ntury. Then Phillip F rank, Rober t Oppe-nheimer. and J erom e S. Bruner concern
th emsrlves with the contem porary scene.
while the future IS dis cussed by P. W.
Bridgman. Charles Morris, and Howard
Mumford Jon es.
In the introduction, ed itor Holten sums
up th e salient comme nts of the essayists,
pointing out th at the revolutions in science
have df'stro yed not only the validity of the
old outlook but even the old vocabulary ititself. The impact of science on cul ture
will, thereforC', bC'· fdt less a nd less since,
for instance, the scientists arc delving into
problems which eve n they do not understand . For the first time in history, the intellectual finds himself abandoned in a universe he does not comprehend. While it is
concl ud ed that th e sciences a nd humanities
arc not oi necessity in d etrime-ntal conflict,
there is little hope for a discovery of some
master plan for fitting into one pattern the
separate preoccupations.
The editor stresses the need to recognize
how small on e's portion of the world is, and
suggests the search be viewed with interest
and sympathy from one's own narrow platform so that a lea rn ed community might be
reestablished on the recognition that what
binds us togethe.r is mainly, and perhaps only, the integrity of our individu a l concerns.
This latter limitation, like the approach of
a few of the essayists, excludes religion from
entering into a considc.ration of the human
plight.
The compla int against religion
seems to be that as the theory of evolution
THE CRESSET

has brought man into continuity not only
with the rest of the animal kingdom but also with the universe., religion has become
more and more unrealistic: it has not kept
up with the discoveries nor met the challenge of a science which would reveal man
as an insignificant creature in a boundless
universe rather than the supreme product
of a special creation which place-d him at
the center of a limited organization of
earth, sun, moon, and stars.
Is there an answer to this antagonism between science and re-ligion? Of the few
writers who discuss the "reconcilation" of
science and religion, only two, both scientists, express the need of a religion for a
complete picture of the position of man in
the universe. Seemingly the very eoxistence
of scientific laws which are simple compared
with the immense multitude of "facts" that
can be derived from them gives testimony
to God's presence in the universe. Actually,
it seems rather silly and pointless to perpetuate such an argument or to honor it by
continued discussion. It is quite clear, however, that the antagonism will continue as
long as men, however competent they may
be in their own field, refuse· to view sympathetically the methods, objectives, and
limitations of another fi eld . Such a citation
is valid both for scientists and theologians;
it is not nearly strong enough for the humanists who let their crass prejudices show
through their writings in the second of the
books reviewed here. They would have performed a much greater service had they adhered to a constructive criticism of their
topic rathe-r than indulging in an illogical
railing against "religion" and its imputed
anti-intellectualism.
In spite of some obvious shortcomings,
these books should prove stimulating and
informative to anyone interested in the
prospe-ct of small .but magnificent man facing squarely and fully the enormous and
magnificent universe.
TWELVE ORIGINAL ESSAYS ON
GREAT AMERICAN NOVELS

Edited by Charle-s Shapiro (Wayne State
University Press, $5.00)
The fact that the Wayne University Press
has reissued as a paperback this collection
of essays by American critics indicates that
it has been a successful venture; and its
success, moreover, is understandable.
Its
content, in the first place, is vastly appealing - criticism of twelve American novels
from Cooper's Deerslayer to Faulkner's
Light in August. And although most of the
twelve are well worked-over classics - The
Scarlet Letter, Moby Dick, Huckleberry
Finn, The Ambassadors, The Great Gatsby
- to find them, in a sense, in succession under one cover is to be reminded of the richness, variety, and stature of American fiction. Few national literatures can present
within a period of little more than a hun0 'CTOBER
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dred years such diversity of subject matter
and point of view as exists bebween D ee rslayer's westward attachment to the forests
with their freshness of the Creation and
their gift of moral harmony and Gatsby's
misplaced romantic yearning toward the
East after the idol of materialism and its
high priestess whose voice is full of money
or between the cradling to maturity of the
mind (;If Huck Finn in the silence and mists
among the towheads of the river and the
moral refinement, the. "Europeanization" of
Strether in the queer, tortuous l<llbyrinth of
Chester's streets and gabks and in the
bright Babylon of Paris.

If •the book impresses one with the maturity of American writers, it impresses one too
with the maturity of Ame-rican critics. Nothing binds these essays together, the editor
writes, except "each essayist's enthusiasm for
his subject." Enthusiasm is not the best
virtue in a critic if it is allowed to blunt h i>
critical sense as it does on occasion in
George Elliott's "Wonder for Huckleberry
Finn." Mr. Elliott errs in thinking that
Mark Twain's re-putation can be enhanced
at the expense of Flaubert's or Henry
James'. Twain's novels "have none of that
smooth articulation and total unity of Madame Bovary or Wings of the Dove -- those
undclightful, frigidly admirable accomplishments of throttled men." We are asked to
forgive Twain's defects because his novel
has "vitalitv," an appeal to a criterion
which is no crite•rion and a word that suggests "personality" in popular usage. Since
Elliott is most interested in Twain as a
moralist, he is prone to recognize and then
ignore the defe<:tive conclusion of the book.
Whitehead has remarked that style is the
ultimate morality of mind; and such a gross
violation of style, in the broad sense of the
word, as occurs in those. parts of Huckleberry Finn in which Tom Sawyer appears,
requires a critic to make a more careful
statement than Mr. Elliott has made of th e
degree in which Mark Twain here sustains
moral seriousn e~s.
Similarly the author's
admiration for Theodore Dreiser in "Jennie
Gerhardt: Am erican Family and American
Dream" leads him to give no answer to criticisms of Dreise-r's language other than to
say that this is no age of miracles and "bad
sentences, stretched end to end, will never
equal a good book." In spito of these excesses, the editor is right; enthusiasm of an
acceptable kind is a unifying link between
essays, and they am, as a result, not merely
formal exercises.
He is not altogether correct, on the other
hand, in implying a great variety of critical
approaches. Considerations of theme, design, characterization, of moral issues recur
in these essays, most writers treating a numbe-r of such points. Walter Rideout's discussion of Edith Wharton's The House of
Mirth is one exception. He is concerned
only with the structure of the piece, which

he rescribcs as an X laid on its side, the two
lines representing the rising and falling social status of Rosedale and Lily Bart. To
demonstrate his point, he is led unwisely to
give a synopsis of much of the noveL Similarly, Malcolm Cowley is mainly interested
in claiming a dramatic form for The Scarlet
Letter. Another exception is Herbert Gold's
essay on "Winesburg, Ohio: The Purity
and Cunning of Sherwood Anderson,"
which is cri ticism of an unsual order. Mr.
Gold describes first, with the subtlest of
distinctions and granules of wisdom, the
quality of Anderson's mind.
Anderson's
awareness hovered at that point at which
it recognize-d its own childish self-absorption. Self-love is "the beginning of the love
of others, but it is only the beginning. Sherwood Anderson, an old child, suffered a
meroly erratic love of himself, therefore
writhed with a tormented love of others."
The "purity" and "cunning" of Mr. Gald's
subtitle are the purity of loneliness of the
childishly self-absorbc-:1 and the cun ning,
Anderson's ~bi lit y to exploit loneliness in
himself and others to make us recognize
"that there is some-thing totally private, untouchable, beyond appearance and action,
in all of us." He makes us " tum to our
selves again with some of his own purity."
Mr. Gold's insights arc so fin o and so twofold that in hi s essay the novel becomes indistinguishable from Anderson's mind and
Anderson's mind indistinguishable from his
noveL But such exceptions as the above
are, for the most part, limitations of interest on ly. The criteria used are familiar and
dependable; eve n Mr. Gold's essay can be
called biographical criticism of an inspired
sort. No critic dogmatically judges a novel
by a private standard.
In addition to enthusiasm and a fairly
uniform critical interest, the ability to give
fine perceptions a fine coinage is a third
and final and perhaps most important
source of exce-llence in most of the twe-Jvc
critics. Two examples may suffice. Bernard Weisberger describ~s the Red Badge
of Courage as a "rich and complete story of
a successful search for identity," an admirably exact and restrained statement of the
novel's theme. He is particularly good a t
picking out the meaning of Crane's color
symbolism or in describing Crane's use of
anti th etical d etail to escape banality: "the
flyspeck of detail underscores the solemnity
of an entire scene ... Crane digs out the full
dramatic value hidden in such linked opposites as th e sneeze at the funeral, the nervous banality at the scene of an accid e-n t, or
the drop of perspiration on the upper lip
of the great orator." Richard Chase cha racterizes the nature of exporiencc and sensibility in The Ambassadors as essentially
feminine; "there is little sense of abrupt dime-nsion, of anything massive O'T architectural, no delineated empty or static space. Except where James strives directly to 'fram e'
the picture, all angular and gcome.tric quan-
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titles are broken down and dispersed into
the flaw of musing perception." And in
describing the "frame that shapes e-xperience," Chase likens James' effects to the
effects of impressionist art, " the flowing,
shimmering chiaroscuro of the age of
Renoir."
OUR TROUBLED YOUTH

By Frederick Mayer (Public Affairs
Press, $2.50)

Our Troubled Youth was written by a
professor of philosophy and the humanities
at the University of Redlands in California.
This ninety-one page inexpensive treatise
discusses wayward youth as one of our most
complex and agonizing social problems, and
emphasizes the need for education against
<lelinquency. It contains a wealth of material on d elinquency causation, treatment, and
prevention. This volume is a scholarly summary of the social and psychological aspects
of the juvenile problem as well as a recognition of the many negative factors confronting individuals, agencies, and organizations d evoted to fighting d elinquency.
In the opening chapter the author d escribes some of his experiences as a counselor in a camp for delinqu ent boys. He
points out many unfavorable factors responsible for their delinquenci e-s, but indicates the main cause was that actually few
people cared for them. Patience and sympath t'tic undc.rstanding are important requisites for dealing with these boys and their
problems, and the author reveals the satisfaction one receives as somo of them adjust and change their values.
AvailaJble statistics, though not completely reliable and adequate, disclose th a t, since
1948, juvenile crime rates have constantly
increased, and the authorities predict that
in the future d e.linquency rates will continue to increa~e four or five times faster
than our child population unless adequate
solutions are developed to cope with this
major problem. This social illness is now
found among all social classes, among the
rich and the poor, and in both rural and
urban communities. What is most alarming today is the fact that our teen-age
youngsters engage in vicious and sadistic
attacks upon citizens and wanton destruction of schools and other property. The
author warns that the very safety and life
of our civilization are seriously threatened.
This book recognizes that there is no
single cause for delinquency and correspondingly there is no single solution. The
author reviews many negative environmental and personal factors which may predispose a child to delinquent behavior. Case
illustrations are appropriately used to aid
the reader in better understanding the rela.tionship between these factors and delinquent behavior.
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All too often commumttes identify juvenile delinquents with the offenses they commit .and brand them as "hoodlums" or
"young criminals" and insist upon punishment. Unfortunately, thoy are only concerned with the overt superficial symptoms
of delinquency instead of the underlying
illnesses requiring diagnosis and treatment.
Delinquency is often only a symptom of
their hatred for society because their ·emotional, physical, and spiritual needs were
not adequately met.
Likewise, uninformed laymen are inclined
to blame d elinquency on parents, schools,
churches, police, lack of recrea tional facilities, television, comic books, etc.; however,
at the same time these individuals refuse to
acknowledge thei r responsibilities for the defects in our society or to help correct them.
For example, they are unwilling to ad"quately pay teach ers and policemen or to
pay for guidance and psychological servics.
The author emphasizes that delinquency
control can be achieved through constructive community action whereby the resources needed by all children are strengthened
and integrated.
In further discussing treatment and prevention of delinquency, the author graphically tells a!bout the All Nations Foundation,
an organization in Los Angeles devoted to
fighting de-linquency in a trul y c riminal environment. This Foundation has a community house, a clinic, a boys' club. a
chapel, a camp and a social center. The
team approach is used and representatives
of medicine, law, psycholog y, human w!ations, education, and religion contribute
their skills, time, and energy in working
with the boys and girls of this area. A v ~ r>'
important aspect of this project is tho fact
that paren ts are encouraged to participate
- and do - in the programs of this Foundation and thus find out the best ways to rear
thei r ch ildren and preve-nt delinquency.
The real importance of this book is found
in the advice given by the author to parents, clergymen, juvenile- court j udgcs,
school teach ers and administrators, policemen, psychologists, psyc hi a trists, trammg
school personnel, etc., his stress on the fact
that working with youngstc·rs and trying to
prevent delinquency should be considered
a privilege.
INear the conclusion of this volume the
author lists fifte e.n statements each beginning with the words "I believe," and th ey
clearly state his own philosophy regarding
delinquency. This philosophy embraces the
combined thinking of the various disciplines
concerned with the understanding and treatment of delinquents.
This book is a valuable addition to the
literature in the delinque.ncy field.
It is
recommended reading for everyone interested in youth. It is must reading for students
of delinquency.
ANTHONY

S.

KUHARICH

MADAME DE LAFA VETTE

By Constance Wright (Henry Holt and
Company, $4.50)

Madame de Lafayette is another rcpr~
sentative of a school of biography which has
become increasingly popular in recent years
- the wholl y admiring life story of the wife
of a famous man. Adrie.nne de Lafayette
possessed all the characteristics necessary to
qualify her as a heroine in this tradition.
She was a lovely, talented, high-principled.
and resourceful woman, a devoted mother,
and an adoring and undc.rstanding wife.
What more could a biographer ask?
But Constance Wright got more the
French R evolution. She begins her story
with Lafayette's return from America in
1782 and ends it •with Adrienne' s death in
1807. As the daughter of one of the most
prominent families in France and the wife
of one of the most famous men of the time,
it was inevi table that Adrienne should have
been deeply involved in the events of the
R evolution . For several years she and he•
family lived under the shadow of death (her
sistf'r, mother, and grandmother were guillotined during the Terror), and her efforts
to preserve first her fre edom and then ft,.r
life fill an important part of her story.
Adrienne de Lafaye tte's story is essenti:llly th e story of thousands of her contemporaries, and it is for this that the book is
chiefly of value - for a picture of a turbulent and crucial period of histpry. Unfortunatt' ly, however, it dof'S little to explain the
reasons, the ca uses for theo turmoil and the
crises (though a dmittedly to do so was not
its purpose). Nevertheless, because of its
essen tially popular approach, the book will
inevitably appeal most strongly to the general reader who probably has no very d etailed knowledge of the Revolution ary period . And to a ct'rtain extent, without some
such knowledge the significance of Adrienn e's story is hard to appreciate. Well
documt'nted and obviously the product of
cart'ful research, th e book could have been
much more than it actually is another
admiring story of the wife of a famous man.
NoLA

J.

WEGMAN

PERMANENT PEACE A CHECK AND BALANCE PLAN

By Tom Slick ( Prentice Hall, $2.95)
Taking a glance at millionaire-businessman Tom Slick's new book, "Permanent
Peace", I was somewhat dubious as to its
value. Books of different peace-plans, describing in minute detail how to organize
mankind for preventing war, have seemed
in the past rather futile to me.
It is indeed a very great question whether mankind will be a!ble to organize for
peace at all before the next world war
strikes. The human race will have to overcome some terrific obstacles: existing institutions, vested interests feeding on them,
THE CRESSEl'

Pmotional forces, the inertia of long centuries. And can we today forget about the
ideological differences? In consider~tion of
all these difficulties, is it not too much to
expect that man will be be able to act m
time and save himself from the impending
catastrophe? Besides having these doubts
about the immediate future, who can be
sure that man ever will be ·permitted to enjoy permanent peace?
These are vital questions of our atomic
age on which the very survival of the human race depends. Howover, these problems, crucial as they are, instead of having
penetrated to the bones of all of us, are not
even necessarily understood and appreciated
by men in general. Still less is it certain
that men will act upon them in time.

successful businessman who rasily could
amass more millions if he would give all his
time to business. Even as the writer of this
book he remains business-like; he is interested not so much in the. theory but in the
practical solution of the problem of how to
secure peace. His matter-of-fact approach
to the problem of permanent peace itself is
probably one of the best arguments against
the belief that it is unrealistic to bother
with probloms which are said to be beyond
our power of solution.
But what is the special usefulness of
drawing up minutely detailed plans for
world organization? Did we ourselves not
imply before that mankind is still far from
the time when, if ever, it will be necessary
to d evise concrete plans? Yet once we accept the necessity of action for the prevention of war, we do have to admit that the
problem of the practical solution has also to
be attendod to, sooner or later. Tom Slick,
considering the imminence of an atomic
holocaust, thinks that the time is now.

to sell the idea that the people can eat their
pie and still have it, which obviously tht> y
cannot. Li·kewise they cannot have peace
and unrestricted national sovereignty at the
same time. Here is where the revi~wcr has
some doubts as to the real "realism" of his
plan.
There aro many qualifications, many presumptions. The most debatable of Slick's
presumptions is the belief that the Soviet
Union will sooner or later have. to join th<'
organization devised in his plan. This, of
course, the Soviet never can do unless it is
willing to give up international Communism. And if the Sovie·t Union opposes the
plan, there is little likelihood that the neutralist nations will support it, which is a.lso
presumed by the author. With the Soviet
opposing it, and the nc·utralists staying out
of it, Slick's peace enforcing organization is
bound to become an instrument of political
powe r, controlled by the Western nations.
and as such unfit to carry out its intended
peace-preserving mission .

With all these doubts besieging us about
man's immediate future, and the mystery of
the far future ·before us, it does seem somewhat futile to bother about the technicalities of a world organization. When not even
the general idea of permanent peace is acThe sad conclusion h ere is that with an
cepted, it does seem to be useless to worry
Will concrete plans, such as Tom Slick's,
ideologically split world it is difficult to find
about the minute details of th e workings of
bring us closer to the time of organize·..!
a non-existing peace machinery.
world cooperation for peace? Most people a peaceful solution for the problem of world
There are many who think that it is foolare probably less interested in tho broad organization. It would be· hard enough to
find one even in a world without the ideoish to raise the ques tion of world organizaoutlines and in the philosophical foundation
tion itself even on the general Ic.vel of philof the problems than in the small practical logi ca l concurrf'nce of international Comosophy. They say that it is unrealistic to
details of great solutions. Their minds havo mumsm.
take up this hypothetical problem even on
to be reach c.d, their interests ignited . They
Howeve r, and this is the most important
the higher level of theory. Those who dishave to be gained for the gr<'at cause. If lesson we can draw from this book, if tho
regard these critics and do work for a
this is so, surely the Tom Slicks accomplish
Wes t does not yet ne!"d a detailed plan of
peaceful world are ridiculed; they are laaction, it do es nee d a comprehensive phila very important work .
beled "one-worlders," "internationalists,"
On the other ha nd, to devise minute plans osophy conc.. rning the common future of all
"globalonists," or even stamped as "traitht' nations of the world. Onl y thus could
concerning the future organization of intertors."
it compete with the pretentious philosop:1y
n a tional relations is ind eed a very unreWhatever the critics say, if we want to
of international Communism. Th e world is
warding work. Th e planner freely exposes
prevent war and bring about permanent
not onl\' in upheaval, it is thrown out of its
himself to th e unresponsible· criticism of the
peace, the only intelligent thing to do is to
old joints. To end the turmoil of transition
"clever" a nd he invites the malice of the
try to do some.~hing about it. If we let ourand to chase a way the dark shadows of un"sophisticated," who arc only too read y to
selves be frightened by the seemingly insurcertainty cast on it, a new pa ttern is needthrow him to the ridicule of the mob. To
mountable difficulties into giving up withed . Humanity neve-r will go back to the old
d escribe in full d etai l th e future peac ~ enout trying, the future of man is, indee.d,
ways. Th e people of the world are in reforci ng machinery is also bound to invite
very black. On the other hand, the more
objPetions even from some• of th e experts
volt against misery , war, a nd exploitation.
we think about this crucial problem, th e
The appeal inte.rnational Communism
with good will. Besides, th ere are taboos to
more we write• about it, the better the chanwatch, sensibiliti e-s to be consid ered, interL•xerc ises on the people, fals e as it is, stems
ces are that action will eventually be taken.
from its promise of a peaceful and prosperests not to b.- cha llenge d. There are, above
In this sense all good books about the proball, ideals indoctrinated into this generati on
ous world. In the dangerous competition
lem of world organization, whether on the
betwee n the two power-blocks (may we
to be respected. There are also deep emodare say "free" and "slave"?) we have a
tions that should not be inflamed.
philosophical !eve.! or on the practical plane,
Tom Slick is conscious of all these. He
chance to win out only if we can offer a
may contribute a bit to the cause by enis even careful about his vocabulary. Peobetter plan, a better world. W e have a
larging the circle of those who care, and
ple might want to be saved from the futum
cha nce to win the cold war only if we have
thus enlist potential supporters.
atomic war, but they do not want to be govan id eology offering a solution of the probIn spite of our orj;ginal doubts about the
erned by a world government which could
lems of war and want. We can win only if
futilit y of minute plans of world organizawe have faith in our ideals. We can overtion. we recognize now the importance of do the job. People do de-sire to prevent unprovoked aggression, but they do not desire
come the foe only if we crusade for our besuch books as Tom Slick's, which go beyond
to see the sovereignty of the.ir nation-states
liefs as our enemies crusade for theirs. If
the love! of general discussion of the problimited for collective action. People do recwe do not awaken to the necessity of giving
lem and which offer minute plans to preognize the necessity of securing internationup the defonsive and of going on to the ofvent war.
al order and law, ye t they are not ready to
fensive unde r the standard of a new ideoloTexas industrialist Tom Slick spends lots
have an international police agency to engy promising a better world for all, chances
of time and a considerable amount of
are that ·we will se.e the victory of interna·
force thorn.
money .for his ideals relating to world orThe author ·goeli so far in the considerational Communism during the life-time of
ganization. He is a member of the National
tion of the prevailing public opinion in this
this generation.
Advisory Board of the Uni-ted World Fedcountry as to arouse the suspicion of trying
Tom Slick, although a good businessman
eralists. Besides, he is an able. and a very
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and a millionaire, is aware of this. Although he is an "idealist", or becauso he is
an idealist, he sees the present world situation realistically as the drama of the human
race is unfolding. Neither is he fooling himself about the dangers of the future. And
as an idealist he is interested in man 's f uture; that is, he is interested that man
should have a future.
In this sense this book is a good one.
ZoLTAN ·SzTANKAY

MENTION MY NAME IN MOMBASA
By William P. McGivern and Maureen
MoGivern (Dodd, Mead, $3.50)
Titlos can be misleading. One primed to
read about Kenya will be disappointed to
learn that this book opens in Paris, goes to
Spain, Gibraltar, Iceland, etc. Not until
two-thirds through the book is East Africa
mentioned and then only in a fc·w sentences.
But being warned about what you will not
find, you should enjoy the human reporting
of this hop and skip travelogue.
Let the travele~ beware - at times countries will try so hard to show us what we
expect. The metamorphosis of a place reserved for drinking, e-ating, and talking into
a sinister "jazz boites" or night club is interesting. The stage was all set and th e
actors ready. A call of "L'Express Americaine" was all that was needed to raise the
curtain. But to the McGiverns, the most
interesting part was watching the Petit Balcon return to normal after the tourists were
whisked off to th e·ir waiting bus.
Almost one fourth of the book deals with
Spain, and a very large portion gives many
intriguing side lights on the bull fights. All
Spanish children, at least the poor ones,
dream of becoming bullfighters. "Success
with the capes can lift a boy from the
wrong side of the tracks onto a level with
the titled of Spain - regardless of whethe·r
or not he chooses the right fork or splits
his infinitives correctly."
The account of Gibraltar relates many interesting facts - from historical facts to the
vagaries of the unpredictable customs officials.
Without any preparation for the change
you find yourself carried, as if by magic
carpet, to Iceland, "the mystic North."
Why you are here is the biggest mystery •Jf
all, especially when the next stop is Belgium . But it is a well told account. Ic·>
land, by grace of the Gulf Stream, ranges
between a high in the fifties in July and a
low in the thirties in January; but a constant wind lays bare the land. "Even patches of front yard grass arc fenced and protected like rare orchids." Most of the shaggy Icelandic ponies now graze scenically
"while the farm ers bounce about their business in new jeeps." The cause of inflation
is open to argument, but not the fact.
''Current prices are about as high as the
midnight sun in June, eggs at 12 cents each,
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cigarettes 62 cents a pack . . . ." Jce.landers,
on the whole, are heavy drinkers, even with
whiskey at twelve dollars a bottle. Exceedingly strict laws put a curb on drunken
driving. There is a five hundred dollar fine
for the first offense of driving under the influence of liquor, whether an accident occurs or not, and loss of one's driver's license for life. for a second offense. Ice·
landers are a highly literate people and
there is no illiteracy - many am tri-lingual.
According to the author, Icelanders are
among the best informed people in the
world. Their economy is bolstered by money from two world powers with diametrically opposed political thought. Soviet Russia is their biggest fish buyer and the. United States offers thirteen million dollars in
foreign exchange each year in payment for
h11bor, trucking services and dock facilities.
But Americans, because they are on-the-spot
foreigners, come in for more blame than
credit for the island's good times.
The McGiverns' re.turn to Fraipont, Belgium, to relive some of his war experiences
and to renew old acquaintances is filled
with nostalgia.
Their next jump brings us to the Canary
Islands, seventy-two miles off the West African coast. M cGivern writes, "The poverty on the Canary Islands seems more patheti c than in other places, more limiting, more
final. " Though everyone has flow ers, not
everyone gets enough to eat. For the tourists, "e.ven excellent sherry at five cen ts a
glass cannot compensate for th e painful
m emories that accompany much travel in
picturesque co untries."
Next stop, Morocco! Tangiers, for many
years an international city filled with glamor, mystery, and sin, became a part of Morocco proper with Morocco's ind ~ pcndencc
from France in 1956. "Political changcB
hav made it [Tangiers I tam e." The casbah, long touted in fiction as a "meeting
place of thieves, smugglers, prostitutes and
international newspaper men , is nothing but
a small, busy, commercial square." This
does not imply that Tangiors does not still
have more than a libera l share of con men,
smugglers, etc. As in most of th e Middle
East, customs of centuries past contrast
sharply with thoso of the twenti eth centur)'·
In Casa Blanca many Moslem women have
converted to W es tern dress (the dress is a
symbol of other trends in modc.rnization)
while in the countryside women's fac es are
tattooed in the markings of their tribes.
Many marriagos are arranged by the parents, neither of the couple having known, or
even seen, each other until after the wedding ceremony which, according to Arab
custom, "was a double header with the female relatives and friends meeting at the
house of the bride, while the others had
their mint tea and festivities at the home of
the groom. It was there that the. young
bride was to be delivered, veiled and in

bridal splendor at aJbout four in the morning."
On to Nige.ria, little known but larger
(375,000 square miles) than any country in
Europe except Russia! It has more people
than any other country in Africa and probably will be next after Ghana to assume
equal partnership within the British Commonwealth. Their markets displayed very
little variety or quantity of food. When a
teen-aged school boy was asked what he
liked best as food, after a brief pausB he responded, "We ea t very well. For breakfast
we have porridge and tea, at lunch we have
tea and bread, and in the evening tea and
rice, and sometimes a .little meat on festival days." Juju (magic) is practiced widely.
Such aids as monkey's skulls, dried
mice, degutted crows, parrots' beaks were
creating a brisk business in thB market.
Conditions as described on the banks of
the Chari River in French Equatorial Africa are unfortunately tru e of too many areas.
"Tho muddy river bank was the village latrine and garbage dump. . . The rains
washed these heaps of gray, odorous filth
into the river from which they collected
their drinking and cooking water." The
natives rescnt any attempts of the French to
improve conditions even though life expectancy is only ten or eleven years.
The book closes with a rapid tour up
throu gh Spain, France, Belgium, England
and lrc.land before docki ng in New York.
Mention My Name in Mombasa is a well
told adventure of one famil y. The observations are interesting and informative but
with no ' prete.nse to being all-inclusive or
profound. The unpredictable itinerary seems
to have th e whimsicality of the winds.
LOIS SIMON

SOLD FOR SILVER

By Jan et Lim ( World, $3.95 )
Not too many yc.ars ago a little Chinese
girl was sold as a slave. Her father had
died, her mother remarried, and the people
with whom she was left readily gave her up
to a man who made life miserable for all
his people. Within a few years this girl,
with th e help of a Christian friend, was
able to enroll in a school run by English
m1sswnarie.s. The next step was a period
of training in th e mission hospital.
It was with the coming of war, however,
that the girl's adventures really began. After serving as a nurse in Singapore she set
forth to aid the wounded soldiers. The boat
on which she was traveling sank. There
followed a period of illness before she could
once more become a military nurse. Then
came the days of internment, the days of
hiding from the Japanese, the days when
death was never far away.
The experiences through which the Chinese nurse passed are almost unbelievable -but they are real. Sold for Silver is an
autobiography, an exciting one. Today
THE CRESSF.T

Miss Lim is Matron of St. Andrew's Hospital in Singapore and the worst is seemingly over. Great cre.dit is due her, though,
for surviving the fantastic events of her
youth and for having the courage to relive
them by setting them down on paper. H e r
story is one not easily forgotten.
STEPHA:-I!E UMBACH

(World

Publ.

A schmaltzy iconocast from the South, a.n
active integrationist, a capable reminiscer of
America's yesterdays, his emotional, rambling outpourings (essentia lly as observant
editor of The Carolina Israelite) fea ture
moderate liberalism.
It is expressed in
newspaper sketch or editorial form, but so
miscellanoous is its scattered appearance in
this book that any valid generalization
thereon is impossible. Perhaps this is the
reason for Golden's present popularity: he
strikes consistently the note, "we were happier when . . . " My favorite is found in the
topic labeled "The Heart R ecalls" :

a

FOR 2c PLAIN

By Harry ·Golden
$4.00)

seems to be an anticlimax. Ecclesiastes is
correct: there is no new thing under the
sun. And punningly I here. add, much that
glitters is by now Golden.

Co.,

"This is a very curious and important
kind of sanity, this mingling of the utterly
solemn and the irresistibly witty," says Carl
Sandburg in the Foreword. Righto - and
any casual reader who enjoys the crackerbox style of democratic philosophy can have
in this book a generous supply for, as it
were, the former price of a seltze.r drink
minus the syrup, i.e. for 2c plain, as the
phrase used to be on tho Lower East Side
of New York where our author grew up.
I consider the continuing best-seller succe-ss of Harry Golden 's first book, Only In
America, a reliable sign of our times' interest in folk wisdom. More Mten than not,
this Abe Martin - Kin Hubbard formula of
writing-editing-publishing will have something trenchant to say; yet when it merely
has to say something supposedly significant,
it falls into bathos. Actually a second book
drawn from Mr. Gold en' s copious files

You hear a song and it reconstructs the
past.
The •everlasting popularity of
many of our hit tunos is based 0!1 this
nostalgia. Man's greatest of all possessions - memory - makes songs live
for generations. You will find in this
song culture a continuing commentary
on our lives, our loves, our aspirations,
our hopes for the future.

FICTION
THE THIRD CHOICE

By Elizabeth Janeway
(Doubleday, $3.95)
When a crippling accident brings Diana

Belchamber's active life to a ·standstill both
she and her niece, Lorraine de Konig, face
a crisis in their affairs. For Mrs. Belchamber it •becomes urgently necessary to devise
some "third choice" which "will allow life
to go on living us." For her niece it becomes necessary to confront h er husband
and their marriage with objective clarity.
Miss Janeway works the story out by setting off past crises in Mrs. Belchamber's
life told in a series of flashbacks against tho developing crises in the life of
her niece·.
It all make& for fascinating
reading.
LELA LrLLIAN LoNES

Correction
Our attention has been called to a mrsplaced not which appeared in Chaplain
Herbert P. Fritze's review of Young Man
Luther in the Septl'mber issue of The
Cresset, page 27, column 3, line 29. The
sontence, as it stood in Chaplain Fritze's
manuscript and as it should have appeared
in The Cresset, reads as follows: "That
the break-through to the theological axiom
of 'justicia dei . . . os t fides Christi' occurred on the toilet in the tower at Erfurt
(and we believe it did in reviewing the
evidence Erikson has marshalled) is of
intl'rcst and doc-s have psychoanalytic relevance. "

POINT BEACH
OctobeT coughed over a black grave,
winds tossed up sighs to save autumn,
but time was lost to time and man unknown
to

chronicles of light and sand.

October died today, and what died with her,
the better and the baser parts of men,
lie buried in the groan o[ waters
near the shore, while only banking gulls,
above the rocks, scream out shrieking
anonymity, white gestures stacking
sounds against the sea.
-
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A Minority Report
The Problem of Bigness
-------------8 y
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At Valparaiso University we have built the following
buildings in the past seven years: a massive chapel
which has been dedicated as a symbol of the centrality
of the Christian faith on the campus, three dormitories,
a library, a union building, a deaconess house, a group
of engineering buildings, and a president's house.

and its agencies all this is high1ly frus·trating. On the
one hand, we like to claim, even in the face of our bigness, that churches and schools are the last strongholds
in an age of bigness of the warm, personal, and individual pursuit of truth. But in our age of mass manipulation we rush to these strongholds, only to discover
that they are very much like the rest of the world. And
so we become frustrated and, in overcompensation, develop a hypercritical attitude toward these institutions.

All over America we see the expansion programs of
individual congregations: church buildings, parish
houses, schools, athletic buildings, parsonages.
These three examples point to a new age for American Lutheranism. These are the marks of the new
church: big churches, big audiences, big budgets, big
organizations, big projects, big ideas.
Indeed, these are the marks of almo-st everything
American: big corporations, big labor unions, big entertainment, big universities, big population concentrations, big political programs. It has been said tha t
bigness leads to some other characteristics: impersonal
human relationships, a loss of the human touch, kss
concern for the individual soul, isolation and insecurity
- the real aloneness of the person. Thus, it is said,
while we have a greater number of people about us, we
have nevertheless experienced less warmth and generosity in human relationships .
The other day a pastor from a Midwest metropolitan
area remarked: "1 experienced more warmth and understanding on the farm as a kid when I had to walk a
half mile to see the neighbl!J>rs' kids." Most people who
talk about these matters lament the trend toward bigness.
One can understand the lamentations in a church
which has always insisted on the missionary outreach.
A church which has long used the slogan, "Each one
reach one," finds it increasingly difficult to keep in
touch with its own members and to reach out for the
new member. It is hard for the pastor of a parish,
the president of a denomination, or the head of the
university to find the people where they live and where
they work. It is hard, moreover, to keep the necessary
administrative and psychological spans of control over
these institutions since they have become big and have
been forced to operate with big budgets and big projects.
For people who must work within the denomination

Not surprisingly, some of these frustrations result in
susptnon, name-calling, and useless bickering.
Although denominations, churches, and schools sometimes
appear serene and untroubled to the outsider, these
appearances are often d Eceptive. '"'e fight a great deal
among ourselves, and often over trivial things.
Faculty meetings arc very often childish ailairs where
highl y educated men ckscend to childish manipulations
and pedantic hairsplittings.
J can not see that educated people and church members are necessaril y so different from the people I associate with in other organizations. We want to make
Dale Carnegies out of Moses and Christ, and we follow them only after we h ave recreated them in our
own image. \'Ve are clergymen and professors wh o assiduously polish the right apples to get ahead, to make
a go o( this thing called life. The denominational institution is often more important to us than the Christian life. \Ve think we must keep up with the .J oneses,
h onor the middle class standards, and drive the newest
thing in the autcmotive world.
But surely, in spite of our bigness and in spite of our
shortcomings, what we really want is to fold people and
their cares into our arms and to our breasts. But there
(re so many. All ov:r. the country you see them commg:- to Harlem , to Chtcago, to Gary, to Omaha, to Los
Ang~ les. Almost any time and anywhere you look, they
are coming: from Puerto Rico, from Kentucky and Tennessee, from the enslaved countries of Europe, and, recently, even from Moscow itself.
lt see.ms to me that we clare not forget that even the
worst of these, by whatever standards we may choose
to judge them, are our brothers looking for meaning,
looking for the Holy Grail. They are marching away
from their shacks, their degradations, and their hurts.
They are looking for the sun, and they will not be
satisfied with the neon lights of any of our institutions.
And who are we to deny them the sunlight?

On August 31, one of the publications of the Lutheran
(.;hurch - Missouri Synod announced a 1%0 budget of
almost twenty million dollars.
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Sights and Sound s

We're Getting HTotal Television"
B y

In these closing days of August the air waves have
been filled with sights and sounds foretelling things to
come.
The three major networks have publicized
schedules for the new season of TV viewing in a manner
designed to capture our attention and to whet our appetites - appetites that have become jaded after seemingly endless weeks of repeats, old movies, and mediocre
summer replacements.
NBC's advance advertising
slogan promises viewers "total television. " You may well
ask, "What is total television?" Before you take to the
hills, may I hasten to say that in the lexicon of exaggeration commonly employed by publicity writers this
means that NBC TV programs will range from Tommy
Sands to Leonard Bernstein and from Milton Berle to
Anton Chekov.
Specials, <;very specials," spectaculars, a nd superspectaculars seem to be in the making. On October 30
NBC will present Somerset Maugham's Tit.~ Moon and
Sixpence, with Sir Laurence Olivier and a fine supporting cast. The first of the Bell Telephone specials
- scht:duled for October 9 - will feature the worldfamous Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, and the Hallmark Hall of Fame is planning to co-star Helen Hayes
and Julie Harris in a presenta tion d Henrik Ibsen's
A Doll's House on November 15. Many other programs
of unusual interest have been planned, among them
Cervantes' classic Don Quixote - to be produced by
David Susskind as a Dupont Show of the Month - and
a challenging new series titled Ow· Ame1·ican H eri tagF
- all to be seen on NBC.
Naturally, old favorites will return in the new season:
the ubiquitous western, the so-called "situation" comedies, and a generous portion of intrigue and mystery
yarns. Of great interest to all Americans concerned
about the welfare of our nation will be the monthly
hour-long "information specials" to be telecast by
CBS and the series of news specials to be prepared by
prominent newsmen on NBC.
For me no aspect of TV viewing is more fascinating
or more rewarding than the day-by-day account of
history in the making. By the time these words appear
in print President Dwight D. Eisenhower's conferences
with the heads of our European allies and Premier
Nikita Khrushchev's visit to our land will be history.
Through the magic of television almost every American
will have had the opportunity to be a spectator at these
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historic meetings as recorded by CBS in its notable
series Eyewitness to History and by NBC in the equally
noteworthy journey to Understanding.
New attendance records were set in the motion-pic
ture industry during the month of July when paid admissions at regular and drive-in movie theaters were in
excess of 82,000,000. What is the reason for this sharp
upturn? Unusually fine film fare or a desire to find
temporary relief from the oppressive heat wave which
blanketed many parts of the country during July and
August? While it is true that several notable films
were released in the early summer, all the pictures I
saw in recent weeks must be labeled either downright
shoddy or, at best, mediocre.
St. Louis has many, many theaters. They are spread
over the city and co•tmty, and they cover a wide field from burlesque to the sophisticated art theater. The
art theaters limit their programs to foreign productions
or to revivals of great films of the past. One of the current releases is the French film Lady Chatterley's LoveT,
the controversial subject of a three-year court action
against a censorship ban - a ban revoked not long ago
by the U.S. Supreme Court. In this instance the long
controversy was much ado about nothing, since the
film is even less distinguished than the novel - by D.
H . Lawrence - from which it has been adapted.
The best of the new films is Th e Five Pennies (Paramount, Melvi lle Shaveson), which is based on the reallife story of Red Nichols, the well-known jazz musician
and band leader who enjoyed wide popularity during
the 1920's.
Next we have Last Train fmm Gun Hill (Paramount,
John Sturges), an offbeat western filled with violence
and b loodshed.
I can see neither excuse nor justification for Blue
Denim (20th Century-Fox, Philip Dunne). Here a
delicate and often tragic subject is dealt with in a
manner that is cheap and tasteless.
Aside from magnificent color photography depicting
famous landmarks in North and South America, Holiday Loven (20th Century-Fox, Henry Levin) is a real
dud.
And dud is the word for A P1·ivate's AffaiT (20th
Century-Fox) and also for Hercules (Joseph Levine), a
preposterous Italian-made film compounded of muddled
mythology and ridiculous histrionics. English subtitles have been dubbed in for American audiences.
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Pilgrim
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the other side"
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

--------------------------- B y

Keats Revisited
This month I shall claim a dubious and accidental
distinction . . . I shall be one of the few inhabitants
of the Western World (even in academic groves) who
will remember that one hundred and forty years ago
this year John Keats, in a last, feverish burst of genius,
produced some of the greatest poetry in the English
language .. . Between March and November, 1819, he
wrote the six great Odes which, for luxuriousness of
spf:ech and imagery, have no equal in English literature
As I have indicated, my own recollection of the odes
was purely accidental . . . Yesterday the wind shifted
to the North and as I walking over to the football
field to watch our academic heroes in action there was
a sudden ch ill in the air . . . A few leaves fluttered
desolately to the ground before me . . . There was an
insistent nudging in the wind and the drifting leaves
.. . Who had reflected this autumn mood, this season
of fruitfulness and dying most eloquently? . . . Slowly
my wandering mind joined the leaves, drifted down a
quarter of a century to another campus, a great teacher,
a course in nineteenth century verse, the stark trees of
late October - and Keats' "Ode to Autumn" ... Surely
this had to be revisited ... At dusk I returned and dug
out the worn volume which has imprisoned so much
that is great and immortal . . . There it was:
"Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness
Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun;
Conspiring with him how to load and bless
Wi,th fruit the vines that round the thatch-eves run;
To bend with apples the massed cottage trees
And fill all fruit with ripeness to the core;
To swell the gourd, and plump the hazel shells
With a sweet kernel; to set budding more,
And still more, later flowers for the bees
Until they think warm days will never cease,
For Summer has o'er-brimmed their clammy cells."
Amy Lowell once said that Keats "could feel sorrow
with his hands." ... Apparently he did not see sorrow
in the coming of Autumn, as so many of us do . .. The
modern "mood of autumn" . . . change and decay .. .
autumn winds blowing old memories through rainswept,
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tossing trees . . . all the lost harvests which the world
has known ... the awareness of the stub end of life ...
all these appear more clearly in the more famous "Ode
on Melancholy" ... Here Keats comes to the other side
of Autumn . . . the mood of passing and dying . . .
the profound paradox and irony of grief abiding, ever
and always, with beauty ... Beauty always begets sadness
because it must die . . . Who can ever forget the final
stanza? . . .
"She dwells with Beauty - Beauty that must die;
And Joy, whose hand is ever at his lips
Bidding adieu; and aching Pleasure nigh,
Turning to Passion while the bee-mouth sips;
Ay, in the very temple of delight
Veil'd Melancholy has her sovran shrine,
Though seen of none save him whose strenuous
tongue
Can burst Joy's grape against his palate fine;
His soul shall taste the sadness of her might,
And be among her cloudy trophies hung."
Slowly I turned the pages of the book . . . The
cricket beyond the window sounded a lower note and
a few birds gathered on the telephone wire to mourn
the going of summer ... There was a hint of autumn
rain in the air and a dim early moon rode over the
battlements of clouds in the East ... Suddenly I found
the stanza I had sought, perhaps the greatest Keats
ever wrore - in the mood of autumn, wandering gray
into tomorrow, but sure of that tomorrow under the
benison of immortality ... Do you remember the lines
from the "Ode to a Nightingale?"
"Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!
No hungry generations tread thee down;
The voice I hear this passing night was heard
In ancient days by emperor and clown;
Perhaps the self-same song that found a path
Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for
home,
She stood in tears amid the alien corn;
The same that oft-times hath
Charmed magic casements, opening on the foam
Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn."
I turned to the fireplace to light a candle for the
one hundred and fortieth anniversary of John Keats .. .
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